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The Actuated Nose Strakes for Enhanced Rolling (ANSER)
Control Laws were developed by NASA Langley and Dryden to be
used during Phase III HARV flight testing of the actuated nose
strakes. These control laws are a product of the same design
methodologies as those used for the NASA-IA control laws. The
ANSER control laws will exercise logic for mode switching and nose-
strake control that was included in the NASA-IA -control laws, but
disabled for the NASA-IA flight tests during Phase II. For Phase III
of the HARV research flights, nose strakes have been added to the
forebody of the aircraft and will be exercised during flight.
Furthermore, based on NASA-l A flight test results, some
modifications were made to the CDR version of the ANSER Control
Laws to improve performance.
The ANSER Control Laws (Ref. 1) were implemented in Ada by
NASA Dryden for flight test on the High Alpha Research Vehicle
(HARV). The Ada implementation was tested in the Hardware-In-
the-Loop (HIL) simulation, and results were compared to those
obtained with the NASA Langley Fortran implementation of the
control laws which are considered the "truth model". This
performance validation process is the same as that used for the
NASA-IA Control Laws (Ref. 2). These tests were specified by the
ANSER Performance Validfltion Test Plan (Appendix A) and were
intended to be a comprehensive performance evaluation of the Ada
implementation.
The HIL vs. batch time-history comparisons for the ANSER
performance validation checkcases are shown in Appendix B.
The simulation scripts used to generate these checkcases are
shown in Appendix C. A list of issues that arose during the ANSER
performance validation tests, usually as a result of differences
between the HIL and batch results, is shown in Appendix D. In all
checkcases where significant discrepancies existed, analysis was
performed to isolate and understand these discrepancies. Appendix
D also contains the results of these analyses.
Discussion of Results
As noted in the previous section, some differences were noted
between the and batch time-history results, and results of the
iii
analyses of the significant differences can be found in Appendix D. A
brief summary of the most important differences, particularly those
which resulted in modifications to the control law, are discussed
below. See Appendix D for more detail.
Lateral Stick Selection Logic
Effects of the HIL signal selection logic were noticed in the
NASA-IA testing and reported in (Ref. 2). This effect was still
present during the ANSER Performance Validation Tests and was
particularly noticeable on the lateral stick signal. For these tests a
first order lead-lag filter was developed and shown to successfully
model the signal selected lateral stick. Use of this filter in the batch
simulation greatly facilitated comparison of the HIL and batch time
histories by removing a major cause of differences between the two.
Lateral Sensitivity
During examination of the results of checkcase 23 a lateral
sensitivity characterized by an overshoot in the HIL left strake
command was discovered in the angle-of-attack region between 30
and 40 degrees. The ensuing analysis included adding time delays to
the batch simulation, running additional simulation cases, and
investigating the strake aero model. The result was a modification to
the control law consisting of gain changes at 35 and 40 degrees AOA.
Lateral Stick Command Rate Limit
During testing of the lateral sensitivity issue, an error in the
lateral stick command rate limit in the Ada code was discovered and
corrected.
Pitch Command Limit
During study of checkcase 28, which included a 5 inch
longitudinal step input, it was noted that the total pitch stick
command, labeled PSGTOT internally in the ANSER longitudinal
control system, could exceed 5 inches, which is the aft position limit
on the longitudinal stick. Analysis of the problem led to a






Other issues discussed in Appendix D include several
differences between the HIL and batch simulations which were noted
in NASA-IA testing. These include a number of issues relative to
surface rate and position limits.
Summary and Conclusions
The Ada implementation of the ANSER control laws was tested
in the HIL simulation and compared with the Fortran control law
implementation in batch simulation. There are differences between
the HIL and batch simulation results, but the significant differences
are accounted for by known differences in the simulations. When
these differences are taken into account, the time-history results
between simulations compare relatively well. The Ada
implementation of the ANSER Control Laws performs satisfactorily
and is ready for Phase III flight test.
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TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIMEHIL(08:45:37.6979)
1.000 - - XTVYAW.BAT
... -. XSTRAKEBAT
0.500 -













0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.HIL(08:45:37.6979) TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_4; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=









































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(OB:45:37.6979)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_4; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_4; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=























-1.000 - ..I~ ....--J
0.000 2.000
TIMEBAT(00:00:00.0124)






















File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
Rle=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=


























10.00 - - - - - - -
0.00 -1----------"


























10.00 - - - -
0.00 - f-.-~~-'- - - - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - -
-10.00 -
--., - - .
-DLAD.BAT
----- DLAD.HIL




File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 11 11 :24:06 1995
-DRP.BAT








































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=Iangley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=














33.00 - f-------------------------------1 - DLEFR.BAT
---- DLEFR.HIL
32.90 - j - - - - - - - -


























~~ ~oo ~~ a~
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :24:43 1995
5O.00-~ .
40.00 - ',.,', - ,-- ..













510.0 - ...:i\:...r:,;;, \.
500.0 - rll , ,--.--, ,.: , , , , , ,._ , , :~ : -- .



























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=:langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=:
File=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :24:46 1995













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_S; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_S; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :25:20 1995
100.00 -















.... , .....4650 - ""'-\<"-...".,.,' ....:





























-10.00 - 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.000 2.000 4.000
. TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
1
6.000




















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=langley]OR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=






















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




. _ ....• -
J






















1.000 -1-------------------------------1 - x:rvYAW.BAT
---- XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 -














File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:46:48.4206)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_5; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_5; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :25:48 1995
0.900 - .._.:.:..:.:..:.:.__ :..:. __ _:..:.:..: ~:.----:.: __ ._ .. __ .._ __ __ .. __ .. __ .
r .J\j\'"YI.f'l'-"I.I'V .....v........'f;."". -i',vJ ............."'~/I\ .... J\'\rv'\A,.,,"I..,' .......V .,A'I..J.J..i"' ...."''''''"'w'v\voJ''-J''l/v'l,l''-''''\.'''I!u ...... 'v'vt/Jill',/,/v.....,,,.J-~"""'''"VNI."'\f\.r""......"''''t' "1I''l.J1."'"
, ,









































-8.000 - L...- ---I
I I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















































" .' .. - - - _ - - - - -" _ -
.-.'
,: "'./ .
. - - - - ~!:.. "- - - - - - - - - -'.: :.:-....
'. ., .
" ....
. . . . . . . . . . .\ :..:..:.~.. :.~: : .
....... - - . - . ," .. - - .. . -.:.:/ - . ',' . -
2.000 -
4.000 -
0.000 - \: .
-2.000 -
-4.000 -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.Hll; Date=
I
6.000



































































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=

































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368)
File:langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :26:36 1995
60.00 - '.,.:"",,':;"'j' .




- ·.c .40.00 -











520.0 - ,------------------------------, - PSI_SEL.BAT
..... PS_1.HIL
510.0 -






























n~ ~~ ~oo ~~
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368)
File=langley]OR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
































0.500 - ..._-.---: - - - - - - . - -
0.000 -
-0.500 - L- - -_-_._--_._--_-_-_.._-_--_-_-_--_-_--_-:--_--_-_-- -1
I I I








6.000 - - - --
-4.000 - '-- ,-- . -_-_-_--_-':--_-. ---J
\
-2.000 -
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :27:131995
100.00 -•



















4600 - . . :: --',~ .
4550 -
'-- .











4600 - : . - - ... - - - . - - ... - . -.- - .... -
..... :'--..
4650 - :':' ---:----:--,-.,: - - ---: -: -; --._- '.. <-':_.: ..:..: . -__ ..-----...
4550-:·--- .. ··--
4500 -"--I'--------------1-------1--------'
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368)






': .. ,-- __ .
- . /: - - - - . :-'''',-
,,"'" /'
.... , ... ,../:




File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 11:27:171995
- DRAD.BAT
---- DRAD.HIL



























10.00 - - VANEP1.BAT
---- VANEP1.HIL
5.00 - -

















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:05:16.5368),
File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
'\0
































.••.<"":'.•..•.,." .....,..•..,•....... :0....~....~--..~...;..;....;..~<'"" I























Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
~I























1.000 -I---------------------------------i - x:rvYAW.BAT
---- XSTRAKE.BAT
O.SOO - - - --














File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000










































Q~ 2~ ~OO a~
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.Hll(13:05:16.5368)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_6; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_6; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
13































































60.00 -I' . .,./
I ./












-20.00 - I . \ . /~'"
'\ !
'-~




//-\I --/ \ "...........:
i \ .... / \,:
,--~ '-" '---
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hzJ; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_7; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :28:02 1995
-0.0020 -
•




! I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000






































0.000 - ......./.......................... . .,' ..... '-.' ...
'.:
-3.000 - 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I ··················1··
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hzJ; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_caseJ; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=





















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hzJ; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_caseJ; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz3; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_7; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
11
Wed Apr 12 08:57:07 1995





20.00 - f, /\ ..
! \:
10.00 -Iii.. ;: ....i ..
0.00 --II-~\\"""" ....!~~ .... '1.// .\\ .' -~\: ..I ~ //.. \I \ '-..-: .\",-10.00 -I' ........ .-'. .... ........ '1'
f
\
. l \ /.

















I ~I '~ j:
I '\.... F
" I













........ _ i - XACNZ.BAT
-0.100 - .. I:'-·---....-/~i.... XACNZ.HIL
.0.200 _ f--,-,-~~.--,-,. .~l--\... '.: . .i. I
/"':c=" I
t~v/ !




............ 1_ XACAY.BAT"'~ ..... XACAY.HIL
.'/ I






.:.':::: ~ ._._.__._.·-:.-li· .•.. ,,~~
:::: ~ .. \
I .""0/--
-0.0150 - tI'---- .---J
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hzJ; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_caseJ; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















1200 - .---------------------------------, - PSI_SEL.BAT
-- PS_1.HIL
1160 -l~~--~-=--~-~-~--;';'-~--~-=-~--.;-~-;;--~-,;,.,-:,;-~~~===~==~~~~~-=- =-- ~-~-~- ~l............,





















0.210 - -- - -
- AMCH.BAT
~-----J ----- AMCH.HIL
0.200 - - - - - - - - - - -
0.190 - - - - -
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_7; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case3; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=


















































0.000 - 11"-"1=·=···====c....,. .
-0.500 -I. .. .. ,"",,~/
-1.000 -I· .
'---I ---------- -..1
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hzJ; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_caseJ; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :29:00 1995
100.00 -
.....

















10.50 - ,.....------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
..... THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII
10.30 -





10.50 - r----------------------------, - G_THR_EST_R.BAT
.~~ ..... THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_7; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case3; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
~\











0.000 - f-[-----c----,:--.".,,----- '----~/
i
-1.000 - i .
i






















. /\ .. / \! .






























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hzJ; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_7; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=

































































20.00 - i .. n'
I I \.10.00 -, II \" ,/~\.. .. (;~"
I I \ /' \. !
0.00 " L..... ~"-"" ..,f.. \"" ,.1f ItJ': /:
-r- /1"
-10.00 - .. , ' ....
..........,n .. , ,,. ·1 - VANEP5.BAT! \ I ..... VANEP5.HIL




.... , :"" /~









I::::l i\ ~//lr'(, F'\ ..
5.00 -I' ! .·U,···'.. ,f . . . ..... i ,\« .•.". \, .
I :'. .------.. I "'. ' \0.00 - 1-:--'--'-'--"'-,-" ..... '. . .. .."J ~~_._'._----j
i




File=langley_FOR_160hzJ; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=.
File=dryden_Ada_caseJ; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_7; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_caseJ; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000


























. ~. - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
FS_ON_L1M.BAT














1.00000 -If- ---------------------------1 - STVYAW.BAT




0.99998 -I . i
I I












0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:49:13.7343)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_7; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=







J"- _v_"......,V J"_ ....... "....._ ........'--..r ........... /"'_ .r_""'...............-....-'"_"'_'--...... '--./ A.- ....... ~-./" ....... ""' ....'V ---r-... ...... '-''''-..-''''...,-'''''










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 11 :38:20 1995
1.000 -




















- - -fj - - - -
If










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:1 0:41.7395)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
-0.000 - I I I











































File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:
6.000
•Thu May 11 11 :38:24 1995
33.05 - ,....,.....,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - DLEFL.BAT






































-0.000 - 1.-..... -'
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:10:41.7395)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:10:41.7395)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :38:55 1995
35.00 -



















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:10:41.7395)
x103




15.60 - - - ... -.- ...










File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000












30.00 - .. ,
- PHI.BAT
.. PHI.HIL
20.00 - .. ,




















-0.500 - ....L-. .,-- .,-- --'













File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 11 :39:01 1995
100.00 -
•

















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:10:41.7395)
File::langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix::.BAT; Date::
File::dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix::.HIL; Date::
Thu May 11 11 :39:15 1995


























1.000 -f-------------------------------j - 'X:rVVAW.BAT
..--. XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 - -






0.0100 - r-------------------------------, - RFCSSEL.HIL






File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 11 11 :39:06 1995
•














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:10:41.7395)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




























1.-000 - \------------------------------1 - STVYAW.BAT
---- STVYAW_1.HIL
















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:10:41.7395)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_8; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_8; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:













































-12.00 - i i - DLHTD.BAT
I ~~~~---\. I, ..... DLHTD.HIL
-14.00 - f / . . \/~ \ I
-16.00 1=.·.=·-==...:.:=__ _ (J --\l»=CI
-18.00 -; \\ .. '. .. ~ !
i ~
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 11 :35:48 1995





























5.000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.000 -1------'-'-.










10.00 - - -









File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000































I20.00 - i '
10.00 -I,
I




















~ - j0.00-;, ",' , , -, , " ',' ',;/" , ,'\, -' ~,;:/'''-------_/
-10.00 -\,' , , " """"."'" """",
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley]OR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=










Wed Apr 12 08:58:37 1995
..
..







































::: ~ 1:~'f\~i:;ifji,~ifWi\Mrl'iiiiWfl,\f&jI1:\'i\j."\!\iii'iiiiiWli'\l'~i!!:iiiil!ifl!~iMi\\,\iii:i;lfi\JJ!i~~!i\\~li~\i\'/11f:1'1it\.!- ~~:::T
0.200 - i '11
0.100 - i
-0.000 - f-! --------------',--,----------------1
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\0\

















































































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
IOd
35.20 -
















1200 - .---------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
.... PS_1.HIL


























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File:::langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:::
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
103



















































5.000 -I . /
I /'!I '/I )
~ ./




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.D124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\OL\
Thu May 11 11 :36:43 1995
100.00 -






























.. " "."" .
10.20 - ,.:..: , _." . . .
10.10 - .
10.00 -I"-- -----~-------I -------I-------.J








0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada-case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\05











































I '\ i(, I








5.00 -I / \\: If'\.,~,
I I ,;, I'
I j '\'\'\ j",
0.00-~i,--, '-'---~-.~ __ '.' ~~~1
(
-5.00 - L:--------:- --1
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
10:..0


















































./"'>'<,. . \.... VANEP5.HIL
I) "\ '. II5.00 -



















500- 1 j \W \\".0.00 - I :'".
,
i-5.00 - '------ ~ __J
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:12:41.6960)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\0,
Wed Apr 12 08:59:00 1995


























\--1 ------ '1' - XTVYAW.BAT























File=langley]OA_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Oate=






0.0050 - i .













1.000 - !-I------------------------------:. - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
I FS_ON_L1M.BAT














____- -ji - STVYAW.BAT






















0.0100 -I i - SYSYAW.BAT





File=langley_FOR_160hz_9; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_9; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000


























































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(09:09:04.1132)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_l0; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:
File=dryden_Ada_case_10; Signal Suffix=.Hll; Date=
6.000
Wed Apr 12 07:57:54 1995
15.00 -
























15.00 - .... - - ... -' .... 7:':······-
-DTEFLBAT
..... DTEFL.HIL
10.00 - ... - - . - ,- \ .. - .. -
5.00 -
.,:'
.................. " "\: - ',' - ::y' . -
0.00- .
. , /:












5.00- ... - - - - .. , " - _.... __ .... _... __ .::l' . . _..... _
.'
,/:




File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.D124) TIME.HIL(09:09:04.1132)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















800.0 - r------------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
PS_1.HIL
;'~_ r/: /~(: "\
f-------'~-""-----'-'i+__r:_",'
795.0 - , .. ,
790.0 -
....





































File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


























































FilEl=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_10; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
II CD
6.000




















4700 - ,-------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_LBAT
4650 - . . . . . . . . .. ... THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII
4600 - .: ..-. ;.. :.: ,-..: '.' ..:.'-: '...:..: :.'.::.
'.. , .... ,_ ....





- - . - - ~ " -4500 -






4650 - ',. .. THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI
4600 - .:.. '-..-'..:.' ..~ :..: :.. '.: "':,.' ":.'-.. '-..:.:: :.,:. :..:.. :.' ...
..... ,....-., ....
.' ~ .. ' ',. ., .. ' ,.' .....
~.... .
·'-"':::·:'-·:i.:.·


















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:09:04.1132)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_10; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\ 1'1
Wed Apr 12 07:58:09 1995
2.000 -
1.000 -












































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:09:04.1132)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada.-case_10; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
l I ~







. . .. - VANEP3.BAT
..... VANEP3.HIL
.,..~.. , ..: .





































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:09:04.1132)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_10; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Wed Apr 12 07:58:151995
- DSTKL.BAT
---- DSTKL.HIL
























. .2.000 - --------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------.-.-.-...---.-...----- ----.---.---.-----------.----






















File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_10; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
100
Wed Apr 12 07:58:181995










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:09:04.1132)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_10; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


























































File=langley]OR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
0.150 -















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_ll; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















































13.50 - . '. . . . . . . :.,..
•;,••.. ,~••,~,,, •.•~: .••!" ":.,':' ',' , ('" ~ _.",' '".•'-~ ...:'"".,,,v. ,'~ ,: :..': ..
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 12:59:22 1995
1.000 -
0.500 -
0.000 - \-- ---1.
-0.500 -





























~~'"--'---'-~--1 -- .. - XACNZ.HIL
6.0004.000
TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)











File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




















792.0 - ,.;':'/1";, "





























0.350 -I-------=--:~.;;;,.;.;,.;;,~_;.,... ,;,.".,;,,__:;,.. ,;,;....,;,,_,;;...:..-
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
lal










































-- BTADOT.HIL~"",",,",",'" ',:.'" ""<:~".'",//:--',--':".'"", ""~."0.000 - f-------2.000 -
-2.000 -
-4.000 -
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=











































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:OO:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\~o





















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 12:59:48 1995














































0.990 - L..,--------:---- --.J
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 12:59:53 1995














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:18:41.6137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_11; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_11; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
'33















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=










































































0.00- - _..- - .
. -- - .
........






File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






















21.50 - -";,, -
. - DLEFR.BAT~... .. ..... DLEFR.HIL..~ / ." ••••»••• \, '. • '\• ,>
. .





















- :\~~ - - ... '. - .... - .. -

















File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:






















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_12; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000






90.00 - r----------------------------, - QCI_SEL.BAT








800.0 - r--------------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
.... PS_1.HIL
795.0 -
. " " " . "i"i!; ,,''', '''''', "!;o':::. I': . :', .. :: :..., '.' :: .:':..:'i ..
























File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_12; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Thu May 11 13:06:241995
61.02 - . . .









60.92 - ~...:....:...:~.:...:...:....:....:...:~.:...:...:....:....:...:~.:...:...:.-'--C-_--'--'-~__-C :--'- --'-'-...:...:...'-'--'...J
I 1 1
Q~ ~~ ~oo a~
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:20:20.5625) TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:20:20
4700 - ,----------------------------~ - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
..... THRUSTL_LBS_l.HII
4650 -
4600 - ..: .
.' ..-., ....












4600 - . .











- - - -.,.-
'.
- - '~".
0.500 - ,--~~,....,...,.~...,...,...,...,...,-~...,...,...,...,...,-~~,--,-.,-.,....,...,....,...,..,,...,...,...~~...,...,...,....,...,.~...,...,...,...,...,-~...,...,...,...,...,-~~ - DRHTD.BAT
/ .... \ . . . . . . . . . ..... DRHTD.HIL0.000 -
-0.500 -
-1.000 - .' : : : '~,.: .
-1.500 - .




File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






Wed Apr 12 07:59:44 1995
- DRAD.BAT
..... DRAD.HIL















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_12; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000


















15.00 - ." _. -
10.00 - - ... -






















20.00 - r---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..--.., - VANEP6.BAT








FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suttix=.BAT; Date=


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_12; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_12; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\45
6.000





































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=













ii . DAP.HIL~.: II~, .. =: ~=~~~:~~A~1l















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_13; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
-0.050 -
-0.000 - ~ I I l ~ I 1i: 111 I 'j 1 ~
......... , 1 .



























0.000 - t--~--~=--c , .
-5.000 -
. .•.. - .. --

















File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















































·.~:",....,.:·.•. '\'; '..~.~..~ v~·: ·r_.. .,:.~··,,·!··.. ···!,~,·;.•:.,.-:~ ~-..,..,.".'i'., ~, ;.-\'~ ~ ': -'!> ••~ ••..;,:. :..~•• ,,-:~•••,..~.;.:••~ ~ ,.,.¥~.'.....:., ~.·.' ~.': \":\..t ••• ",:













File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
















1.000 - .-------------------------.,-----------, - YAW_CMDDB.BAT
-- TVYAW_MP_1.HIL
0.500 -





























File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








60.00 - ~,----------------------------, - QCLSEL.BAT
.... QC_1.HIL










505.0 - !">: , , l\\., .
510.0 -r-----------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
PS_1.HIL



























File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Thu May 11 13:13:51 1995
100.00 -















4700 - r-------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT










4700 - r---------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_R.BAT

















File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_13; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
\'::>3











4.000 - ~, '
2.000-,~ ---.-:--7 . .~•..•,.•:,.- ....__




























File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_13; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Wed Apr 12 08:00:36 1995
20.00 -











































Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ad~case_13; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\55
6.000











































Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_13; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000 •
Thu May 11 13:14:271995

























0.500 - - - - - - - - - - -
















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:12:39.1137)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_13; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_13; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\51
Thu May 11 13:16:171995
1.000 -










































-10.00 -I . . . . . . . . .. I
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:21 :49.7387)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








2.000 - .. ........_-~----- &.
























































File=langfey_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:21:49.7387)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:
File=dryden_Ada_case_14; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=



















::: ~ tilV'I:)\~I,;"\~~Hiiy~i~Vi;~h\fi;illrl;yNfj\1Iiv\~\~Vi\Vl'j\Vii\1\jli\!i!\\~·!ih\iiKj\\:i\b~yil\•..•· ..... DTEFLHIL
0.200 -
0.100 -
















File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















-5.000 - ... '














-0.200 - :----- ._':-''_'_'_'' '_._._''---,.,_._' ----------J
I I I





File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=























































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:21 :49.7387)
• File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Sutfix=.BAT; Date=


















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(14:21 :49.7387)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_14; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 1113:18:00 1995
100.00 -


























4700 - .--------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_R.BAT
---- THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI
4650 -
















- .. , _.' -., -., - _.-
- - - - - - - - :.\\ ... - ~/ .. - -. - _.
--... ,... "\ .>/0' _
-12.00 - '--'I....:..• ..:...-'--"• ....:..• ..:...-,--,-• ....:..-..:...••'--'-....:..• ..:...--,--,-....:..-':....:....;....:-:...:'--'--'-'--'-'--'-'--'....:....:...'--'-'-:....:....;....:-:...:'--'--'-o..:....:..~....:....:...--'--'-....:....:....-,--,-....:..-:-;-'--'-'--.:....;.-,--,--=--':-;----c-..:...-'--'-.J-
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:21 :49.7387)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_14; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
IuS







































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:21:49.7387)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_14; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\ (j)Lo
Wed Apr 12 08:01:221995
20.00 - ....
10.00 -
0.00 - t-'.-=-. ..:....'-.:....:.. ..:.....'-"-\ ...
-10.00 -

















































File=dryden_Ada_case_14; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\ l~1
6.000












































File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_14; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_14; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 11 13:20:46 1995
0.950 -
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_1S; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000












ill H I-0.0020 - - ~- - 11 ----Til!~!}.~
-0.0040 - ,r -I r'U-l




































File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Thu May 11 13:20:53 1995
50.00 -
0.00 - 1-----'-"


























































File=langley]OR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_15; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 13:20:56 1995
lilil;













































File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_15; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:
I
6.000












































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:15:02.9025)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_15; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 13:21 :33 1995



















~ •• _. __ •• _., _ ••••• ~ •• ~ •••••••••• "." ••••••••• ••••••• - - __ - _." _. .1. •••••••••••• _. ••• _ ••• ---- _." -.- ••







35.00 - r~'-'-"''-'-'~'-'-"''-'-'~~~.. :~:...:....:,~~~.~..~.~.. ~..'.. :'.:'..:
34.98 -





















File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_15; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\~s
6.000







































File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=












Thu May 11 13:22:02 1995
100.00 -
•















., .••.• ~.. : ..•: •..••• ,-j .. - - .

































File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_15; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
\~'1






















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




















.\. :- ..-- ..~._-_._-_.. __ ._-_...,:-_.-
\.,: :"'\















-5.00 - - .. -















- .. - .. -.' "'--"'-:::::::::~~~:....:J
- VANEP6.BAT
.--- VANEP6.HIL




File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































0.990 - '--I---------------1--------1 --l
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.HIL(09:15:02.9025)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_15; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_15; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\'1>0
-1J























1.0S0 - - - - - - - -


















1.000 -r-----------------------------1 - SYSYAW.BAT
----- SFSYAW_l.HIL





File=langley_FOR_160hz_1S; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_15; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000



























































File=langley]OR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 13:23:40 1995
I .'. _1_ i
- - '!- • - -••j-
i
'rl"'









0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:16:18.5737) TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.Hll(09:16:18






























File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.Hll; Date=
I
6.000










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:16:18.5737)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada.-case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
'.
..
Thu May 11 13:23:46 1995
6.000




























File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
\~5
6.000
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 11 13:24:121995
...,.
<..
40.00 - ,----------------------------------, - QCI_SEL.BAT
.- QC_1.HfL38.00 -
36.00 - - -)-
~. ,:
34.00 - .:..:.:..:.:..:_:._:_.:.:..:.:..:---.:--..:.:.::.:- ..:
32.00 - .. --










1200 - r---------------------------------, - PSI_SEL.BAT
----- PS_1.HIL



























- AMCH.BAT.~.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.::~ ..... AMCH.HIL
0.200 -
0.195 -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000














































I I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIMEBAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIMEHIL(09:16:18.5737)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
100.00 -
.•
, Thu May 11 13:24:37 1995

































.... , -_ , '.
. - . .r:"-.'-: .. _..... _._
..,-.:-,'-
10.00 -1'----------------------1------...-:...---'













File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
1
6.000














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:16:18.5737)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 13:24:42 1995
15.00 - ...
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
\~ \







- - - - - -/.- - -








30.00 - - - --

























0.990 - '-I .:-.- --.J
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.HIL(09:16:18.5737)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_16; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=


























1.000 -I------------------------------j - STVYAW.BAT
---- STVYAW_1.HIL
0.500 - - - - - - -







1.000 - r------------------------------I - SYSYAW.BAT
. SFSYAW_1.HIL





File=langley_FOR_160hz_16; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

















































-18.00 -I . 1 .
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:17:53.5773)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000







0.000 - f-----"'- - - -
-1.000 -

















































. - -., - ..
---- DLAD.HIL
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:17:53.5773)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 13:29:42 1995
-0.000 - ! l~i U \1 i ~ ~ d ~ ~ I: l ~ ~~
Iii' : ~ l























20.00 - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.00 - f=---=---=-===;















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:17:53.5773)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=








32.80 - L- ~ __:___-------I




32.90 - ".\!.i;~'f.i ·':\jV)',):;'!..,,: I ,', . " . ,.:, ,.,.",..,.,..,.::." ,:."",.., ,,",:'.,.•...~ ..,Jf!~~}'~, ..
32.80 - J\.,j'j*i;~'!iW'ii""iI"'.~ .f.:.· .. j.1,.•,.; ,;:,~~J!:~.jF.ji".h){1Wf..~~+..w.:.~f#/;,~1;':"",1' :' 'il,.", ,.,,,,,",i', " .. '.....















0.400 - . .
- ,. I'! ~, .."jjJ.t!L ,tl'. !::i,il!M~r .. ,i1jlIlL,I;,!dtLii:..:UL'.l..i.;\IL..,i~.JL,0.300 ,':'i:larWc""*1"" Ii: i;J~f,~jh4f11~,~ i:·'.~"\i.it'.f::"M"l,~,:r¥,~'T,.".,::::::,,.,,:'l"i:::kf:~'ti:ii,;;~y'~, :~:edif,::::!':'









File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 13:29:48 1995
1.000 -
'.- \' .













































File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





Thu May 11 13:30:06 1995
38.00 - .-------------------------------, - QCLSEL.BAT
..... aC_1.HIL
36.00 -
35.00 -1 --<:.·. "T''----;.' --r-.~.S"'B'"F·~·'=..···,=..·..::.:-'·,_,...._.,..-_.,..-:-..;.. -J.-.,;..,.c_.,~
r : :.;, ~.;~.:.:












































File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 11 13:30:08 1995


















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(09:17:53.5773)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
100.00 - ...
•
Thu May 11 13:30:11 1995
",i"



























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=































4.000 - ..' ..
8.000 -
6.000 - r':"'<.... ,: .... \, ...../ ,"',
- VANEP1.BAT
.. '" VANEP1.HIL











-10.00 - I . . I
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:17:53.5773)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000





















































-1 0.00 - I'---"-'---'--'-----'---'--'--'--'-----'---'--'--'--'-'-'-'-----'-~;...:.·-'-'.:...;';...:.'-'-I'.:...;'·'-'-'-.:...::...:.-'--'-''-'-'-.:...::...:.~I-'-'-.:...::...:.~...:....:....:...::...:.~~
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:OO:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(09:17:53.5773)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
d03









































File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
....
Thu May 11 13:30:26 1995
~~OO-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-G~NSELBAT
- GAINSELHIL











1.005 - - - - -













1.000 -I-----------------------------____j ~ STVYAW.BAT
----- STVYAW_1.HIL









1.000 -I------------------------------j - SYSYAW.BAT
----- SFSYAW_1.HIL
0.500 - - - - - - - - - - - - -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_17; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_17; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 13:34:22 1995
-DEP.BAT




J'y.... ..A..;.,..I' ....... .JY.....I'\.\..J...... Itv" .......\..-'\....."..J'~,..J\.,I' ..... I"..,../'I...,.,........",..I' ..... {'v""\A...."'''','.J.V ,f .;\,...\/·.,.,...1o",... .r..... "\ .........\...y.I"II ..........~"'\,_ .............."'...."""'¥__..... -..Il,,._\""A.ro""














'. - _ -. -".






























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:19:28.4892)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
)OlJ)
























































File=:langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=:
File=:dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000

































'. _. - .." .... ' ... -
......
.. - . - .... - . - . - . - ~..•,<
.... --
- :..-'- , ....;.:-. -
..~ ..
































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:OO:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:19:28.4892)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=



























0.400 - -:.. I;' .
0.300 - ';?#d~IWI~hif{;i\j!\~i. )~irt'n'if,i'i~~;iI\~~1!fl~,jilw:, ,:' !!~i'V#/~I1\V.\!il·









.. File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=











































0.0600 -r---~------~---------~--------. - XACAY.BAT
..... XACAY.HIL
0.0200 -




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:19:28.4892)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
•
Thu May 1113:35:191995



















































• 0.201 - 1 - .. - - - .. - - . - - . - - . - . - .
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:19:28.4892)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
,y\ \
6.000




























-0.500 - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
0.500 -





















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:19:28.4892)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:
Thu May 11 13:35:43 1995
100.00 -
•





























10.30 -I ~~__~~~--~--,_.._...._.. _.--:.'-'-'--'-'-''-'-'-''-'-.~~T-'.-'-'-,..·-..-·-~·-·--.._,..·---':-·:'l·,
10.20 - L::..:,:..' --,--,-- .,," .. ", ,,'. ',.'






















File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Wed Apr 12 08:02:06 1995
10.00 -
5.00 -
0.00 - _ .
-5.00 -
-10.00 -










































- .. - - . - . - -',~ . - .. - ..
- VANEP2.BAT
.... VANEP2.HIL
-2.000 - - - _. _." _ .. -. - _ .. -. - _." - ','
•
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:19:28.4892)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden-Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=









































_. - - _. -., - _.-
- VANEP6.BAT
"'" VANEP6.HIL













File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Wed Apr 12 08:02:12 1995



























20.00 - f.::===::::::::::~' .
18.00 -
16.00 - '-- ,--- --.-J
2.000 - ----------.----.------..----.---.-...- ..----.- ...- ..--_..-.----.---.------.-----------------------...-----.-.--..;--.---.-.-----.-.-.-------_.----------- - 'XnIYAW.BAT















File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_18; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_18; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:30:58 1995
2.000 - .
0.000 - 1-.--.=''='='_'~-J' .


















































-20.00 - .. ""'"
-10.00 -
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:27:07.5578)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 14:15:341995







0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000

































File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:31:06 1995
-DRP.BAT





































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:27:07.5578)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Tue Apr 1115:31:091995
30.00 -





























.. - - .. - .. - ... - .. - - ,- ... \,' .. -5.00 -












5.00 - . - - - . - - . " - .. \, . - - .. - .. - ..
. :'




File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




















-10.00 - - - - -
-20.00 -




















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


















































-1.000 - . - - . - - . - - .. - - .. '>.~._<.,: - .. -
- BTADOT.BAT
..... BTADOT.HIL
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:27:07.5578)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 1114:16:59 1995
. .




































4600 - .,.:,,',,:..:,,:,,:.. :,,:,.:,,:,.:,,:":":..:....---.
4550 -,-
4500-;'"
4450-,-············ ~•• = - .. ',"L:.... ~~+::::::::~::::::=~.'-.,- .

















File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:31:25 1995
2.000 - ,.-----------------------------, - ORAD.BAT
---- DRAD.HIL
1.000 - - - - -
0.000 - f--~=--~==,,-;--,- ...::-'__'_.._,.;.__:_










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:27:07.5578)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_19; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000






































0.500 - .. - ..... - .....
0.000 - - .. - " - .




File=langley_FOR_160hz_19; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





































































. _. _. _. _.-
..... DLAD.HIL
-15.00 - I . . . . . . . . . . . '1 ' .. '1' .
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:06:58.7753)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
-0.050 -











































File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Thu May 11 14:21 :42 1995
- OLEFL.BAT
..... DLEFL.HIL
21.00 - . . . ':...:".:~. '










































. - ",' _ .. - _ .. -.'-
"'.
"..




























File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL;· Date=


























































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:06:58.7753)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
a35





































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:06:58.7753)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
a3LD
Thu May 11 14:22:33 1995

















- . - '. . -..~".
40.00 -
20.00 -































File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 1114:22:56 1995























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000





15.00 - r--~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~--~-~~~----"'" - ORAD.BAT































.... >:;~: ..J "


















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:06:58.7753)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=











































File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





0.0100 - ,.------------------------------, - GAINSEL.BAT
---- GAINSEL.HIL


































0.250 - - - .















FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_20; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_20; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:32:35 1995


























16.40 - - --
16.20 -
- .. - -....-: . ','
. . . - .:.,~
16.00 -I - - - - - - - - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I -






1.000 - r----------------------------, - DLHTD.BAT
----- DLHTD.HIL
-1.000 - - - - - - - - -,,-,,-'
-2.000 -
-3.000 -
- -., - .. '., - .'. --
\" ,'~,':'
- .. -., - ... _ .. -. - -.' - .. -.'-
I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:16:20.5351)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6~-r~
-0.0020 -
Thu May 11 14:27:421995

























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000






























































- .~-'-'-~--:- - :". - . .
20.00 -







0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:OO:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:16:20.5351)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
22.00 - .
./", .,>,<,.•.,.\,...
21.50 _ . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,.. ~;:;'...;{!<';V.,_;:1.;'..·..:,·,·o..,
...,/!.o.......,;.!.....,:~.\.•,.o/",...;..·...,.,_:..-··t:-· ",,,::




























........... "~"':"":'"~;''' -: .
#:,:"~,,,,,,,,,,/,,,.r,
", ."'~~ , ...:-:....., ..,~..\~
_., _. _.,. _. ',"" _ _.,. - _ .. , - ,'t. __ ..:. _. _ • _ :-'''' __ .. _
: ,·... \:~'v.:.,,\/,.~,.,\.:, " • ".
. . - .. " - ... - - . - - ... - .....' .. - - ... - - ... - - ..' .... - '"~.\,, -... . '" - -
12.40 -, . . . . . '1 " ..
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:16:20.5351)
13.40 - ·";·_·''''''~·''··''''':'''''-·'''~·'';·';o:.'' : : """ .: '" : .








_ ....- ',- - - .. - .. - .. , - ". _ ... -" - .. - _ .. _ ... - _. ','
'~"'" • ".,•..f:' -.."•..•••••, ,
....,....,.~..




File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
1
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:32:48 1995
0.200 - - - - .. - .. -

























- _ _ .. ' - .. - ,,-., _ ..
.. ,







.. -.. -.. -... --.. -.,- -... -... -.. - . -,. -... -.. --.. --.. -. it'· ...
,.-... ;
.. - - - ,f/., ,:, . . _: -
' .
...... : -- .















_... _.. __ . - XACAY.BAT
.... - XACAY.HIL
-0.0000 _1--__~~7.... - .. - - .. - ... - ... - -. - .: .. - ...."':. - .. - - - .. - .. -
0.0200 - - - .. - - . - .. '.' - "':"'-"':': . - .. - - :- . : - .. -
......
..






0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:16:20.5351)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








































0.350 - r----~=~'---'-.:.. . - AMCH.BAT
..... AMCH.HIL
0.349 -





File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





15.50 - .. - - . - - . . - .. - .





















· "-..'\ - _.
- PHI.BAT
----- PHI.HIL
0.00 - f------===C"'--.. -.,. - - ... -






0.500 - . - .. - - .. - .. - .. - .. - - .. -
.-,-
0.000 - ~o::-__/






















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:16:20.5351)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















4700 - r--------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
..... THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII
4650 -

























- - .... ":.-
.........--'.~.__.~....,-.,---;.: ..
.................. ,. ,..




-1.000 - -- \
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124} TIME.HIL(14:16:20.5351}
File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
































8.000 - - VANEP1.BAT
----. VANEP1.HIL
. ' "" , - ( ' .
.. '.: .. - - ... - ... _ ...
. .
. . - . . . .. -'~ "" - - .. " - - - -
\,i"













- .. '. _ - -
""'. ",,-;
6.000 -
4.000 - ....L- -----J
5.000 - h...'.=.:.=.'.. ·.=..'..=:..:"""..:=:..=·.:.=.. _"'"
7.000 -
8.000 -
I I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:16:20.5351)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
85\























































FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000














1.000 - ---------------------~--------~_:_--------- - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
..... FS_ON_L1M.BAT
-- FS_DEPLOY_L1M.BA






























File=langley_FOR_160hz_21; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_21; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:33:25 1995






















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:OO:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(09:30:54.8784)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
aS5




-0.0080 - t...:....:...:....:....:...:....:...:...:...;.":"":"":"':"":"'--:....:c----=----'--=------:....:c----=------=-----'---'-----=----.:....:-,---,---'-----.:....:----=------=-----:....:---=-----=-----:....:c----=------=----- :....:c----=----.:....;-...:....:...:...:...:....:....:....:...:....:...:...:...:....:....:....:---=------=------:....:c----=------=------:....:c----=----.:....:.J--
I I I






-2.000 - - '-."'
',:





























.". - - - - :-.
- DLAD.BAT
----- DLAD.HIL
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:30:54.8784)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
'.
0.150 -
































- .. _ .. - .. - - .. - -. - .:.":-,:.


















- _. -. - _. - , _ .. - .. '-;..:.....•. :..•.,:.-
\" ,
..




File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


































' .." •••••• , ,,:.} ": ~.'., :, 1; !,.. ~.,.,•••••••••••••••r~ .,,~ ',.J :''';'~' ., :,; :~ ..".,.., ~" t.·~ " ••"J~,:.~. ';'.-.~."~ ..,,,.,...., .'......•~:~. :"':""'f."," -,·f. '~.", .•••••:•.••~•••••\.\.~!'.. :




















, , : ) ..






File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=












































-0.0100 - .. '
( ....'\.








0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:30:54.8784)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File:dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=









































_ .. _ - - --
--.-- AMCH.HIL




0.320 - - - , : , .
0.300 - - - - - - - - - - -
.....
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:30:54.8784)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
aLVO
















































- . - .. - - - . - --':'---:..:-- " ..- ,. . -
0.500 -
0.000 -1--------.,----




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIMEHIL(09:30:54.8784)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 14:33:54 1995
100.00 -













4700 - ,-------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
4650 - ..... THRUSTL_LBS_l.HII











;..~.,:.. :..,' .::'" ': . . -
~:.-.. _, ... { ..,. ,
4700 - ,-------------------------------,
- G_THR_EST_R.BAT





















File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
Rle=dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000






















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






0.00 - f-----~-.,'< :- .








































File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000













































File=langley_FOR_160hz_22; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_22; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
i-·· - _. - - _ ...
J
0.780 -






















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:


















V ~0.000 - r----'" ~\. . . .
~ ~---~ d
. \\":' if:.~ "
........;__ 1:



























0.000 - : .
< .....
..-
- - - - - '-'~:"""':' ..
.-:' , . . - -
-BTA.BAT
..... BTA.HIL








0.00 - " : .
- DLAD.BAT
.... DLAD.HIL
-5.00 - - - - - - . . -'. . . . . - - - - - - :.:.:....
-10.00 - .. - - _. - - ...
\,' ,




File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000


































-20.00 - .. - ... - ... -
\'











-20.00 - -....'/'~<- . --.. -.. ---. --..






0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:32:11.0686)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=





32.80 - L-- .._._.._._._.._._._. . _.._._._.._._._.._._._.._._._.._._._.._._._.._._._.._._._.._.-,.
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:32:11.0686)




















0.100 - -.,. _ .... -. - - - .. - - .. - .. , -. - - .. _ ... -. ',' _. -.,. _ .. - ..... -. "," - .. - - .. - .....
I
6.000




File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
8'10
Tue Apr 11 15:34:26 1995
0.500 - .

























- - . - - .. - - .. "'\' ... - - .. - ... - - .. - - ... - ... - ... - ... -
- .























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:32:11.0686)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
dl l
Thu May 11 14:39:48 1995
.................. ----=~~~~
. - ',' ' ~.. :.-:.:. - :" :..: :. . - . . - . . - . .














520.0 - ,.-----------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
515.0 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... PS_1.HIL
510.0 - :./'-';tt:j;.r-r"'\·
: '









35.00 -r~~~~~~.:....:....:...~:....;....:..~~···· , .. -H.BAT
.. ... H.HIL
34.98 - ...,-- ; - - ..
.. , ; , .
34.96 - -:""
"""""
34.94 - '~'.,.,. -
4.000 6.000
TIME.HIL(09:32:11.0686)




0.360 - . - ":-'"
- AMCH.BAT
..... AMCH.HIL







File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=











































" - - - -.,. - - : .. -., .' _ ..








1.000 - " .
0.000 - f-----
-1.000 - , .
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:32:11.0686)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Thu May 11 14:40:151995
100.00 -













4700 - ,----------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
-.... THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII































. - .. - - . - - - .. - .. - - . " - - .. - . - - ',/ - -,- - .. - - : .. -,-
-' '
" ,




·8.000 - .. -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
1
6.000



















-10.00 - ..L- --'
















2.000 - ..:..:.....:..:.:..:.. :..:..: ..
"•• ·,Or· ... ,.;-"··,
- VANEP1.BAT
...-- VANEP1.HIL









2.000 - - - -
i\
..:... ,:..•..J \
-2.000 - - .
,.,:"







0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:32:11.0686)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




2.000 - -.------. -·t\ -..
1.000 -
0.000 -
.......... -j- r - - - - _.-
__ . _.. j .1, .













,""'.: '., ... '
- _ ••••1,-

















0.000 - - - - - - -,,:.....: :.! ..\..
." \ ' ........- ".- .. ,.--.'

















..... - _ ,: -.\ - - -. _ .. - - - - - - ..: - - - - - :- - _ .
.. :\..: .! \
F=="'------~ '..







File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000






























2.000 - -_.._-_._-_. __.._-_.------_..__.__...:.-._-_..._..__...---.-...- ...- ...-.---~-._- ..__..- ..._-..- ..._...- ..._.-.-..~_.-._.--_ ...--..-._.-.._-...-._._..- - )(;f'VYAW.BAT
..... XSTRAKE.BAT














2.010 - ,-----------------------------, - RFCSSEL.HIL
2.005 -
2.000 - t------------------------------j ..




File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_23; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:34:481995
•








































1.000 - 1-------------------------------1 - SYSYAW.BAT
..... SFSYAW_1.HIL





File=langley_FOR_160hz_23; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=































































·7.500 - ;-e-'-"----'-'---'-''':''''''-;-''...:...'.:....:''--'-'~~--,--,--:...:...:..--,---,--=-.:....:...:...:...:-,,;,,--:...:...:..' .:....:''--'-'..:...'':"':""':"".:....:'--'--'--:...:...:..~-=-.:....:.~--,--,--:...:...:..~..:....:J
I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(09:33:27.2153)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















































- . . . . . - . . - . . - . . - . .' - . . - . . - . . - - . . - . .,' .,:~\\\\~ - . . . - - . - - . . - . . -


















1:.: ~ f==~_._. • • • • • • • ••• • . • • • • •.j... .: ............. .20.00 -
-10.00 -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:40:33 1995
. : I - DLEFL.BAT
~~~~~-~~~~'-~~I-~-~-~-~-,~~-~-~~~~~-,-t-~-I~:-l-'-~-~-~-~~I-~-~~~-,-~-'-~+I~I~~~~-t~,-~~,~~-~-,~1-~-~~'-~~--~~~
3285 - ., ·1· .. '. . '1' ... :. "'.' .. L.. -- ..I. 1 . -- . ',' ,. ,.I. ..... -- ! . i" ./. "j' ... 1. .... ' ! -- ., ...



































, \ i' ; I
0.300 - ~W\~!i~~\i~il\Wi~lhl~11Iiiil;~f\~W~1\W~i~I;I!~lf\~Miff:II~vr/ ! !Vlfli\!~\i;IM~~»!M!I!1¥r










File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

































.. -.,. - .. - . _ .. -
..._ .
'-'-~-- _. - ... - - . ," - - .. - - .. - ... - - . - - .. - - ..... - . -
. .,/ ";. -"
"".
- _ -. -":.- -., - - .. - - .. --
-XACNZ.BAT
..... XACNZ.HIL












........ , {\\, .




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:33:27.2153)
File=Iangley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 14:49:01 1995
.. :.:;-: ..:-: ..:.:.,j-,-_ ,.:..:.:..:.:.. :
60.00 - ,--------------------------~ - QCLSEL.BAT
QC_1.HIL55.00 -
50.00 - /\,p-:f.J\}::_:r ----------:-
45.00 -~--,------








520.0 - r-----------------------~---, - PSI_SEL.BAT
... -- PS_1.HIL515.0 -
::: ~ mi".,r :,.".,., , , ,..,.., ,....................•..•.•..•.•..•.................................................








35.00 - ~~~-...-....,.'--'-.-'-.--,---,-. '-.--.0....--•.....,••;.:....:-~~~ -H.BAT
...- H.HIL
34.98 - - - ... - .. - - .. - - .... _. '."--.".. ' - -.. - -
.-.... ~.. "'.
'-'.
34.96 - - .. '-':":"'-
.' _-




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Tue Apr 11 15:40:43 1995
31.00 -
30.00 - f---~=~~~~_' , , , , , , , , '
29.00 -
28.00 -
- . - -:._---, ..~
- .






27.00 - L- ' '_'_'_''_'_._''_'_'_'._.~.'_'_'_'_' ' '_'_'_',_,_._.'_'_'_'._,_._',_._._'_-,
I I I







• - _ •• - _ ••• - -., - •••••< - -. - ••• --














',,:,/""'" :':"':.:..: :,:..:.:../i. ,:,
..'
-., - .. - .. -
- ALPDOT.BAT
....' ALPDOT.HIL












,- .. - . - - . -.:..~.< . - .. - .....
- .' -. - -. -. --. -.... -'>""~: .. -. -.. - .. - . - . -.. -




-2.000 - ........ - -' - .. - ..
",
- • - •• - •• ',' - • - - • - •• - • - - • - - • - .: • - • : :.:•• : ••- •••• -j' : ••: •••




File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiIe=dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 1114:49:51 1995
100.00 -
.,..




























- ..::.:--:.:.. "'-~.."..:;..:.."-...... - - . " . -
















-6.500 - ..,.•..:..:...•..:..: / : .




File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000























.. - - .. , - - - ... - - - - _. - -., - - - - .. -. - ..












2.000 - ... ".... - .. - .. , , - -,:....,.: - .. - - - .. - - .
. .. " , , '


















-.,. -., j .\... - .. , .'.. - - .. - ... - .. -., - - .'- - .. - -. - -' - -., - ..
...





•••• _t· - ..... - ;' •




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:33:27.2153)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiIe--dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Tue Apr 11 15:40:52 1995



















2.000 - r'~'"",' ='~'.,-' -'-''"",,',.,1'
6.000 - ...
4.000 - ;:?'..::\ , .



















- _ _ - .. , - _ - - - - ..
· .I~ <>
·.. , ./ .\ ' r·:.·\" \ ,.. .' .0.000 - :.., ., , .
••• , :'.: \ ft - ••••~ , ,.J .\.."..~...... . ' .
















::: ~ ••••••• f\••••.• ••••••• ••••..,..;•••.••••••••
0.000 - ..:..: : >:.,/. '.... ..: '. '..:..:. :.:. ' ':," ,: j' '\<\:\'\ :.::.: '.: .:..:..::'. :,: :
....", .





File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_24; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000





















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






Tue Apr 11 15:40:58 1995













1.000 - ----------:-----------'---------,------------ - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
..... FS_ON_L1M.BAT
-- FS_DEPLOY_L1M.BA
























File=langley_FOR_160hz_24; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

















o000 - '-'-'--'-'-'-'--'--'-'-'--'-'-'-'--'--'-'-'--'--'-'-..:-:....;'-'-'-.;:....:-c..:.-.:..-;:....:-.c..:.-.:..-;:....:.-,-,-. ..:....:...;;••,-,-. ..:...-:...;;-.,-,--..:...--:...;;--,-• ..:....---'.-,-• ..:...'-:"';;.-'-.-=--.'--'-'--'--'-'--'-'-'--'-'--'--'-'--'--'-
• I I I





0.00 -1-----<. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - . - - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - . - . - -. - - . - - - - . - - ....
-10.00 - . ,. - - - _ .. -. - .. , ....:.... - ... -:- .. -....-.























- - . - ... - - .' - - .. - ~/~
. __ ..." ~:,-.. ~..-_._-__-..._-.._-1.,: _ .. __ '... :. .•,.'.. _.. _..







0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














.:~:::: ~ h-,'----'-l-'-j.+-1-..-'-'-.-'1-'-"-1[.-'-..-."'(~--i-1-'.-..-.-...,....:-1-.-.-'1-'.--:...-~!..,.1-'---".~·,:,:"'~·t_C-•.j-J,.,llr....,.n.•.,. '.i-.,.,'::,'i.-·-------j ~- ;i~~~~:~~~~l
• 5 5' , .1 !~...~l ! }.d! k..~.. J ~ .. ~ if:
-0.0040 - - [Vtt: I~,lrf~1 rlf\'~ l~~rl' ~, ~ nWl:!~










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000





























2.000 - - - - - - , - , , , - - , ' - , , -. - , .






- - -., .: ::.. :. - - .. - - .. - - .. - -
- - . - - . . . . . . . '.: \.: ..:-'-: .
: ./
- .. - . -\,:,.,.... - ... '; :~/ - ... - ..
/
- . - - . -\: - . '.J". -:. - ..
\\.,:,-











- - . - ... - . - - - - - - ..... ~.:...... - .. - - .. - .. - .. - .'. - - . ,'-. ',. . .~
. .•r"' ' ... - -. - :.." -
..../ ...
• ' •• - •••••• - - - _ •• -. _ ••• ',.,:. _. - -. - - •• -' < .. ,,'





'" -,." -, '.-" -".', - -,. -" " ,",' -, :...:.-... "',. _. ::/", .. ,'" -", -,'-




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
!!.
Tue Apr 11 15:41:211995
- DLEFL.BAT
·····DLEFL.HIL
32.80 - ,--_._._._.._._._.._._._.,_,_"_.._._._.._._.._._._.__:-- .._._._.._._..~.,_._._. -.1
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)





























File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000














-20.00 - ~ ~ ~ --J












- ... - ..: ......-~,.: .. :..:..:?-..: .:.....:.."-.;...:'..-'-.~..-'...-'-/ --_.- XACNZ.HIL
. -J- ',' _ .• -
....
. - " . - - - . . - . . . - - . . . - - .,' . - . . . - - . . . ..,~ ".
-0.200 -
-0.400 -














- .. , - -., - - _ .. - _ ... '.. ,. -.,. -., - ... ' ... ' ... -
. .
-0.0100 -
0.0050 - >:,:" ..: : ' .
-0.0000 - / :. \":"''''
. . .
-0.0050 -
-0.0150 - .. , , .
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)
FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiIe=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 14:51:261995
38.00 -
36.00 -
34.00 - __.__:.."..:.... _: __"_.: :..:.:.:....-------.
..--J'==~ - QCLSEL.BAT
... QC_1.HIL











1200 - ,------------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
..... PS_1.HIL
1160 - L~~~~~~~.;,·;",·';';";'";;.'';'';"".. ::,.,:,.~.' ';";: .~...=..=..='.'-='='~'="""""""'"".:":..":'"....=...:='....~=.=..~.=.~..~.~..~.~.~.~I
1140 - : ' ' .
1120 - : .
1100 - "-I'--------------1--------:-1------------'

















,",.,"< - . -
, .'
0.210 -
0.215 - ,--------------------------------, - AMCH.BAT
..... AMCH.HIL





0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
•
0.200 -





. ,,~/- . - ...





























- - ... - - - ... -.,. - - - .... - -. :-';-
.......
..'




















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 1114:51:51 1995
100.00 -


















........ , ~ THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII
_ .
10.30 - ..... -.: ,'















...........__ ••••• , __ •.• -r. __ •• __ ·······,·
10.30 -
10.20 -~ ...-.. :.:..:..:.: ~-..,..: ::......... . '.. . .
10.10 - i' ....
10.00 -'--I'------~--------------I-------





File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








- - - - .
-'...
,:' .







0.000 - -..-.. --~ ---.-- - -- ---' -- -':-- ,;:->.- ••~_,,-__~
-2.000 -
Tue Apr 11 15:41:371995
- ORAD.BAT
--- DRAD.HIL
-4.000 - L-__'_'_'_.._._--_-_-...:..-'_.-_._-_-._-_- - --'---''-'-'-''-'------;---------'
I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.D124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)
0.0 - f-------~-~~.~-.~.~-~..~.~~~----~~~~~~~--'--1- PSI.BAT
....- PSI.HIL
-50.0 - - - . - - - - - - - - - - . - -
-100.0 - " - - - ..... -























-10.00 - . - ... - - - - - ... - - - - .. - - ... - - - .. - - ..
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:13:34.1413)
Ale=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



































-10.00 - -. - - - - ... - . - - - - ..... - - . - - - - - - - - - -
20.00 -
10.00 -




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:41:44 1995
30.00 -
25.00 -
20.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
15.00 -
10.00 -


















20.00 - ~,;.,;--'='"--:....- ...- -....- ----....-.«-"--
10.00 -






























File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


















1.000 -I----~-~---'~--------~--------~: --------- - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
.-.-- FS_ON_L1M.BAT
-- FS_DEPLOY_L1M.BA





















0.99998 - - - , , , - , . : . ' - - , , . , , " , , . , , , , , . - , . , , . -





File=langley_FOR_160hz_25; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_25; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 14:56:52 1995
2.600 -















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:09:00.8322)
F1le=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryclen_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 14:56:551995
1.000 -























































.... DLAD.HIL- ...:, ..
I
6.000





-15.00 - I I
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:09:00.8322)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
•
-0.050 - ...
























30.00 - r--~-~~-~-~~~~-~-~~-~--~-~~-~~ - DAUDLBAT





















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:09:00.8322)
File=langley_FOA_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
F11e=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
30S
Thu May 11 14:57:01 1995
_\- -+-_-:-__-...-/-_-:-..,..- -+-_---;--:-_---;-__-;--_ - DLEFL.BAT










32.80 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'-
































File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000










































0.0500 - r--------------~ __, - XACAY.BAT
.,. XACAY.HIL
-0.0000 - 1--__-'
-0.0500 - .. '
I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(OO:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:09:00.8322)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada3ase_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 14:57:091995





----_. __ - __ '















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000





















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




































. ....:,""':'-:"-"'-~-" ., .
., , .


















File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
310
6.000























































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:09:00.8322)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(13:09:00.8322)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
1.000 -
0.000 - - - .,;' ..... -'" - ....
3\8

















































File::langley_FOR_160hz_26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File::dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000











































F1le=langley_FOR_160h~26; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_26; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 11 15:03:26 1995
- DEP.BAT














































File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Thu May 11 15:03:29 1995
-0.0040 -
-0.0060 -










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=





























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000































0.00 - f-----.... .
'.'
"
-10.00.- - . - .. -, - - - - - ..... - - - . - - .. ~ -....,- .. - .. - .. - ..
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=











































File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=













































0.0600 -r------------------------------, - XACAY.BAT
0.0400 - . . _ '" . . XACAY.HIL
0.0200 -
-0.0000 - !--__-..J




_ ... -" _. - -. - .. _. - -' ... :.:....
........
_ .. - ...... -.,
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.8AT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.8AT; Date=
File--dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 15:04:04 1995
















1200 - ,------------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
----- PS_1.HIL























_ - : -










Ale=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
Ale=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000



















5.00 - " - .. ' .. - ... - - .. - _ .. - .. _.'.- . - - .. - - ..~..~ ..>.~ . -
- PHI.BAT
-- PHI.HIL








0.500 - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.000 - f--====.-.-:"~-.,





















M~ ~~ ~OO a~
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
~\
Thu May 11 15:04:33 1995
100.00 -




















10.10 - :' - - .
6.0004.000
TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)







10.30 -l~~~=--~'.~.~.R'='=''='='~.'='=' ;'=-=~'-~-~-~-.~-~.'~'=';.'=-~-.~.~.~.'='r:'~'='~-._.:.~..--=..-=..~.-.-=...~....,~-:.~.'1., .















....... - '\\..:•.:J';/ - . - - ...
- DRHTD.BAT
......:..:..:..:...:..:....:..: - .. ----. DRHTD.HIL
-..... .
- - :...,- ..:~.:..::.,.:. .:- ..... - ... -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




















0.0 - ~-----~..~. ..,.-c••c7.-C-..:-:-.-:-.:-:-•.~.. . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .... PSI.HIL
-50.0 - .











. \\ :/ '
- VANEP1.BAT
..... VANEP1.HIL
0.000 - ....,L- 1 1 -.J
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)
. - .. - - . - - - . - .. - - . - " .. - .. -:",' . - .. -
0.000 - -;- ..
2.000 -
1.000 -
.,:~-..,. ~ , -~~""""""'.-., ,~- , ,...•.-..
-1.000 -
.... ',: "": f\
~ .
-.:; - .. -., - .'. _. - .. --
"'\
. " :
_ ...". _ ..
>.. ...'
........}





0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




..........., ~..-'\.,,,.~ ,,-,.' ' ,..: .
-1.000 - .














- - . '\" -


















... - .... - .....• - - - ,..... (v -::: - .1.000 -
0.000- , !' , .
, :
, :




















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:17:23.7607)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=





















20.00 - ..:.:..:.:._:.:.. :_.:.:..-\' ..
15.00 - .
'\'----





























File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Tue Apr 11 15:43:261995













1.000 - '---------~.--------------------:----------- - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
..... FS_ON_L1M.BAT
-- FS_DEPLOY_L1M.BA
























1.000 - \--------------------------'-----1 - SYSYAW.BAT
..... SFSYAW_1.HIL
0.500 - .




File=langley_FOR_160hz_27; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_27; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000




2.000 - . - I
0.000 _u ..







































File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















































0.000 - t-----.:,--. . .. >., : . " .
........ . ~ .....
-1.000 - L- --I










-5.00 - ...... ' / .




File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
-40.00 - - - - - - - -






















10.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
























-20.00 - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
0.00 5.00 10.00
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:53:34.7358)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=



































................ ~.._ _ .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 'i/>:""" . '-"-'-"._.-"'-:-'"-"-'-'"-'-"-'"-'-"'-'-"-"._"-''-'-"-''--..j














- -"'/:"'~'. - : - - -
://,'






File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
330



























1.500 - - - - -
1.000 -
0.500 -












-0.0200 - - - ..
", "..~". _...-'.. '




File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





























..: '.:..: . - - - - - .. - - .-.:..•.-..:. -
- - . "~":" ~ . . - - . . . - . . - - - . . . - . . . - . . - - - . . - . . . -
..... --
40.10 - - - - - - - - - - -
40.00-f----------~




0.700 - - --
f---_
0.600 - - - --
- AMCH.BAT
----- AMCH.HIL
0.500 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.400 - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i ----
0.00 5.00 10.00
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(08:53:34.7358)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
33a











































File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
20.00 -
-10.00 - .



































File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- VANEP6.BAT
..... VANEP6.HIL
Thu May 11 11 :43:39 1995
- DSTKL.BAT
..... DSTKL.HIL


















1.000 -1--------------------------------1 - x:rVYAW.BAT
..-.. XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 - ....













File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
10.00





































File=langley_FOR_160hz_28; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_28; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=







































-25.00 - - .. - ....._,' ... - ..... _.-._:.•.....•'-
".:.- . -.'-
..--- - - .




Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=


































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Wed Apr 12 08:19:261995













.... , l .
I
~--









5.00- "." .. "' .. '
0.00-
, .-






























File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:
3'-i \





































- - - .. - - . - - .. - - < - - - . - - - .. - - - - ..
...-//
..





















File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File--dryden_AdB.-ca~e_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Wed Apr 12 08:19:341995
0.00 -
10.00 - r--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~............... - PIT_CMDDB.BAT



































,:/0" •• . _ •. _ .. _
._-,:, ,-
., - :.' .... :.. --
" .










File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
150.0 - .""',,.., ,", :..: .






























. - .. - .. - . . - .. - . . . . - .. ..... ~.. . - .. - . - .. - ..
....
....




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=











0.00 _IL.-..~_~~__~_~~ ~ -----J
0.00 5.00 10.00
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:20:43.1640)





40.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
20.00 -
"-----=_....
0.00 - I--~=~'- - - -- -

































File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
100.0 - ..,--------------------, .
80.0 - .
































-25.00 - .. : _ : ;.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - DRHTD.BAT
....·DRHTD.HIL






File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
3YLo

















20.00 - .. - - -., - -.....:... _ ... -. - - .. - .. _.
,....
10.00 - . - - .. _ .. - - .. - -.,. _ .. -., -. - -., -., -., - --
"..





























File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=















































Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






































File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
..
Wed Apr 12 08:20:011995







































.,--- - __....,....... ----.,~~------- - SYSYAW.BAT





File=langley_FOR_160hz_29; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_29; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
3sa

















































. :..:.....- "." . :
...........






FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
-40.00 -














Tue Apr 11 15:43:51 1995










- - - - : ;-,~., . . .. "\' - - - - - - : - - - - -
. , .
, ,/










. \ , '_'_'.-.=---.-.-.-'-'-'._.-1
............ , \-.: '/ .







0.00 - I--~"""/' ~-~
-10.00 - . - -. :.., - - . - - - , ~ . - - - - - .
- DRUDL.BAT
..... DRUDL.HIL








0.00 -I--~<"'-' - . "'-.~...-.-.-..-..... - - ... ~ - - .. - -
-10.00 -








File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
3~3
Tue Apr 11 15:43:55 1995
- DLEFL.BAT









_.' - .. -,. -., - - .. '-
. -.











........................... , .. ~~_..-.---c-~-:-.-:-:.-:-.~.~. ...,.--.:-"7.-'-.":-:••C7.-:-.:-:..-:.-:-:..~-- .... DLEFR.HIL
.....







0.00 - . ...........•........,-_ '"' ~ /
....................: .
........


























File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=



























- - .. - - - - . - .. - - XACNZ.BAT
..... XACNZ.HIL
- - . . ... ~..... - - . - - . . . - . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . - - - - . . . . . . . . . -














File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiIe=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=












410.0 - r---,,-::---------------------------, - PSLSEL.BAT
405.0 - . . . . . . . . ..... PS_1.HIL



























File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















".,..-. - - _., -
....<.
- - -" _ .. ' - .... - ',.:/ _ ..... -
- PHI.BAT
..... PHI.HIL
10.00 - - _. _. '-:---.:












. . . . . . . . - - . . . . - . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! . . . . . . . . . -
, .
.......... ~.,-,...:~.:..=...=...._---~"T"-- ---j















File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Sufflx=.HIL; Date=
•100.0 - ..r---------------------,
80.0 - ....


























~~~.-'-..:.".,;,..:.'. .:...;.'' :...;..':..;.;~~~~.. ~.. '.:" .
- G_THR_EST_R.BAT
..... THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI

















File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=











































2.010 - ,---------------------------- - RFCSSEL.HIL






File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiIe=dryden_Ada_case_30; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
10.00
Tue Apr 11 15:44:30 1995











1.000 - -.-----------~:------------------------ - TVYAWj.UTO.BAT




















". •......... . .
........ .. SFSYAW_1.HIL




File=langley_FOR_160hz_30; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




. . . I· .
I
L












































File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 12:03:38 1995
,--------===- ---j - DAP.BAT
(------ "... DAP.HIL
~ -- LAT_STICK_IN.BAT






















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






























. .. _;- .. - R.BAT




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=













































File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




















1.000 - r---------~------------------, - XACNZ.BAT
----- XACNZ.HIL
















File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






60.0 - ...,.J'.. ,.,•• : .•••• ,:•.•••••;,.;••,:,,:••:•.•:•••••••',....." ..:'......; .. : .. ;••:: .••;••,i,..-.,;:..,..,··",,;·f".~":ti"








































File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 12:04:34 1995
-THA.BAT
..... THA.HIL















-.: -. "i- - _. - - ... - - ......-.: ...--.---- ..--~-~-.#... -•.•._----_ .•.._.•--_.-..•-.--._---.- •. ----.•.•.-.-



















File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:::



















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=



















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





















1.000 -f-------------------------------I - XTVYAW.BAT
..... XSTRAKEBAT
0.500 - .














File=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
10.00
Thu May 11 12:05:04 1995







































FiJe=langley_FOR_160hz_31; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiJe=dryden_Ada_case_31; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Wed Apr 12 08:20:171995






















. . . - . "''-'''~ . - . . - . .
- - • - - •• - •• - ~ • - •• - •• - • : ••••• ~••: •• - •• - - ••••• ! •• - ••
60.00 -.---~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~-.........., - ALP.BAT
..... ALP.HIL50.00 -
40.00 -




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






0.000 -1-1.' ,.------===_--------------j - DAP.BAT~--- .... DAP.HIL
~ -- LAT_STICK_'N.BAT
.. ~ , /. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . LAT_STICK_IN_1.Hll
~ [~ f












































-20.00 - .......--:... - ....
.... ; '" .. ···.c \ ..,;....==..,~.;..O/'.~~~------l
.......- ..../






FiJe:langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix:.BAT; Date:
File:dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix:.HIL; Date:





















































FiIe=langley_FOA_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=















- __ .-- .
'.














· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , :...-..,..\\.........•........._ _...............•........•...



















• •..•••.•••.•.•.•..• , .•• ~ •••••••...•...•:..; ,••:\\...•••.••.•••..•....•..•••........:•....••...••.••.' '._~•..••••~••.•••...,..'.' l.::'.'/.' .' '.•' .' " '.•'




File=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=



















- . \ .. ' . -











1.000 - . - .... - .. - ... - ... - . - .. - . , .... - .. -
0.500 - -., - .... - -'.. ~": . - .
...... ...'








0.0500 - .. , - - . - - . - - . - . - - . -









FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=












































File=langley_FOR_1eOhz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Wed Apr 12 08:20:421995
-THA.BAT
-. THA.HIL
0.00- - - - - - --
..











...... __ --- _- .
- PHJ.BAT
.. PHJ.HIL




20.00 - - - - - - - -













-6.000 - I . . - . - - - . - . - . - i
0.00 5.00 10.00
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(09:22:04.2380)
Flle=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















...... , .150.0 -
100.0 - - - - -
50.0 -
0.0-1-------- - - - - - - --
_-'------------j - PSI.BAT
---- PSI.HIL
/ ... - .








-10.00 - .. -
- ..... ~._­
"'-'.
- ..... , •. - .. - . 7"
, ,







0.00- - -' - - .... -. --
-10.00 - - - ..'----~.-=-.- ..:... - -
.....




...._...:._.:... :._.. -.'..- - --






File=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
Flle=dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=























\\." ;,.,.,.-". "" .

























File=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




















- . . . ~ - - . . . . . - - . - - . . . - - - ,'-' . . . - '-;
, .....





















File=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
10.00
Wed Apr 12 08:21 :03 1995
1.005 -
)
















0.500 - . - .. - .. - . -
0.000 -




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_32; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden.-Ada_case_32; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
•
0.000 - ., - - . - .. - - - .. - . - - .. - '" .-. '-' - , -. -"~---4



















20.00 - .. , - - .

































File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 1115:13:271995
r----==;;;=oo-------------j - DAP.BATr------- ..... DAP.HIL
I -- LAT_STICK_IN.BAT



























- - :-:--:".-':' ..-... -.
- P.BAT
...-- P.HIL





























File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=































-20.00 - """""' ,
....,.
.' .
















File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Tue Apr 11 15:45:00 1995
............... ~-......"-
30.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -













30.00 - - - - . - - - ... - - . - - ... - ... -









• _ _._.~, .......... •••.H..·_.__.''- _H.· ~· ...
."-",
.. - - .. - - - . ~.' .-~.:~: :..'.~~~,,' ~"..: .•. ~ . -\,' . - - .. - - - - .. - - .. . - .
,.,-












..._ ~- ,.~.' ____ ~ _ ..
4.00-
... - .. - . . . . . . - - - .. - .. - ., - - - .. - ..,.:"':"'~\. - .. - ~ - - .
.........A ••••'.-· _··· _·· ~ ~••_._ •••, _._ ' ./"





.. I I I
0.00 5.00 10.00
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:20:57.5507)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
20.00 -
-20.00 - ....








































File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=












900.0 - ,...--------------------------~ - PSI_SEL.BAT
























File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- AMCH.BAT
..... AMCH.HIL













































File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiIe=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 1115:14:171995
100.0 - ..
90.0 - . _ ..'to
f-
~ 80.0 -










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Tue Apr 11 15:45:22 1995
-DRAD.BAT
",. DRAD.HIL















-100.0 - ,--,,:,--,,',,',,:, __,,:, __,,:,,:,:,,',' , ,
--,
- _... - - "1""
.....:



























File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




















-10.00 - - - - -
.'



















- .. - .. - - - /"" ' : - : - .. _\~.!~ ." ... ' -
, .
- - •• _. - •• , - ••• _ ••• -. r - •••• - •• _ ••• __ .' •••• _ •• T" .' ••••• _.,. _ •••••••• _ ••
- - . . - . . . . - . . . . - . . . - . . : - _ . . . . . . .: . . . _ . . 1 _ . . . . . . _ : _ . . . ~"'.












File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Tue Apr 11 15:45:30 1995
80.00 -
60.00 -
40.00 - .. - - .. - .. - - - ... - .... - - -. j"-
- DSTKL.BAT
....·DSTKL.HIL
20.00 - . _ l... LdC'\/:, -- -- .. , .














- ..... \:- - - - - ... - - .. - . -


























File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Tue Apr 11 15:45:35 1995








1.000 - ,....------------~--------------:----------- - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
..... FS_ON_L1M.BAT
-. FS_DEPLOY_L1M.BA






















File=langley_FOR_160hz_33; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_33; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- SYSYAW.BAT
..... SFSYAW_1.HIL








-0.300 - '-- . '_"_'_'._._._.._,_.-----:-- -'
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:58:33.4633) TIME.HIL(14:58:33.4633)
0.0500 - . . . . . . . . . - a.BAT
..... a.HIL



























- -!. - ~?.
rl \,\ ~\j,.;~:1y,i .
f '. .
. . .l( . _
-3.150 -
-3.000 -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix::::.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 15:24:29 1995





0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(OO:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:58:33.4633) TIME.HIL(14:58:33.4633)


























-0.300 - i, .1IJ1iJh~'I\il/~\tJllf,i\i'\'i,.LI'~1Y1'!j'!'rtii\t~;\I,'~"'\/y,t(\J~i"LI'1/ij\';;41!\li~iJ\,;.,.,\..'





File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Adlccase_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
L.\OO












































File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
L\O\
Thu May 11 15:24:41 1995
- DLEFL.BAT
--- DLEFL.HIL









:::: ~ :::: :::..... . ,~\'\I\'I",,*\\\I~\\~,";"\VI):,'d:'?





0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:58:33.4633)























File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000


































-0.0480 - ': : .
, ,,",.,.~ ~""""'~"''1 :" ',_..
















File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Thu May 11 15:38:25 1995
75.00 -
















555.0 - ::,!:.:.,: .... ". . ,., '" .
':;::: :f:.: :.:" :.: :\ ~:: ' " [:.: l ~ \:: ;: : :::
554.0 - :.:.i'!...: ..il;'\!i.i f::.·.:.:,: ..:::.i';.:.:..:.f:..J:.;·./1!\' f· fif'
,': : 1!!;
::.: ~ :: Ii ."" UiJVJ { ~' ii' .~!!::'I! •• li'i' .IiiJ .u" ii' 'u'I' .. Jiii































- -. :.:..: :.: - .: .. - - - - _ -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000















\--...-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ - PHI.BAT




























File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
LtoS
Thu May 11 15:38:41 1995
85.00 -




















•[',.- •• '~ .. '•••-'."., .,J • ••••• ',J '. ",.' '.•.•.-~ ••.••••.'.. ".
" -,' . ,._.. !~ .. ,-._....f:_,..,...:.: __,_.... '-',.-














4650 - .,:' : ,..:.:.,: :,..: :.::..: :..;.. :, :,:;:. : .::.:...:: :..: ,.:.:..: .:': ,'''' .; : : : .










r--- ' ~ - DRHTD.BAT






File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 15:38:50 1995
0.000 - : \.! g : :
:::: ~ ;!'f~\{'r~'I\ll\~!~~!~~'\~lvtl~f~\\~~\~"\Wj'ir)iJi!f~iili~i/:NII~jlw!I\~1iV~jr
-0.150 - '--------.-.. -'-'-'-'-'-'---''-'-"-''-'-'-'--'-'-''-'-'-''-''--'-'-''-'-'-''-'-'-'.--!
I I I



























File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- VANEP2.BAT
..... VANEP2.HIL





0.400 - L..:...:-:....;...:....:....:....:....:--~.:...:...:....:....:....:'"..:..'.:....:'''':'''.:...''~':"":"':"__--;- -;-- ---J
I I I




00 -, 1\ i ii.!~ ,!,,' , : ' r" l:.:<!\ ~' :1,\,'::',;l'~"":'" ,:.,/;~,;i:.:,.,i!"f':",.",~,:,:,.,."::\,•.,:·",,,:::'\,.;\,/,i~'.::":"::!;,\::.,,,,:,,;,·:f,,,,:,i;,i 1,'1":••c",i,f:,:"·"i,i",!,·",r./t.i:""'::,,,, :f\f'."!\.~1~,:""r-:,:":!t",,:,',,,,;,,,.:~:,:,i'r·,'i.,.I,:,:,I,Y.'::,'\.'I,il;,i\":'I,:f.'.,,:<~.~::!:,.:,,,,r,!i\,.,{~',!lJi\;,:,i~~,.,,f\,I\i/,, j\,\".l\;.:~,":






























File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=









































1.000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -








0.000 -I--------;.-------;.------'-J - - - - -- - -
I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.HIL(14:58:33.4633) TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
("

























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_34; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_34; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
14\0




















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




























33.0000 - r---------.----,----------------------------------.-------------------------------,- -H.BAT
----- H.HIL
32.9995 -














I 0.398 - - - - - - - -, -
'tr I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:59:45.9526)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_35; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=















































-0.0300 ---, - - - -
(
Q~ ~~ ~OO a~
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:59:45.9526)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_35; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 15:42:27 1995
85.00 - .


















4850 - .. THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII
4800 -
4750-
4700 - t ·..;..::-:...~ ..: :..:~· . . . . ','
...... . .











4850 - ' . . . . . . . . .. .. .. THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI
4800 -
4750-
4700 - ....,:.... ,".
'--"~""'-'~.""" .. -., -. -.... ~










, .. " ...,( :..,.Y- ..,:: ... ,.,~/.,...,., ..... DRHTD.HIL
, ~_i'y ":J.':, ., •
- - - . - .... - - .... - ,', -.... - . ." ',...•...•.... ,,·... ·..t~· - - . ',' . . .. .... - . :": - l.
,-. ".,..... ~".,",// \~ ,.",f··!/ :":~~" /;: ~'.; ~
\ ,-:-1._ •••~. __ ;\.~ \",+r-;






File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




Thu May 11 15:42:33 1995
- DRAD.BAT
~~h~~~+~~~~\-~-~-I-!-,~-JI-l-:-'~I'-IJ-~-~i-~-~-;--~-'-:-~)-1-"-li-'-'-;~-~-',-!-\-i-\}-1~0-{r~-i-~-~-}~,r~-~-,('-~-f-!~--~~HIL
Ihii'!)"~ll~'~\,,/.{;r:'41f'lf\!~,~jl jil,;,ihlll!i \f!1("!I\'1Y\i n "J i!" I'i ·i:" :', (I
1'-,;,:' lj \J Y~·it 'l" \(n\'i/' ~:~'1;ii ~f'~!.tr ~';' tifi"! .! i .





































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(14:59:45.9526)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_35; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 15:42:37 1995
0.800 -
0.600 -
0.400 - L- ---.:.. ---:- ~------..-J
I I I








• ';J'\ •••. _. - -.- •••. -
\/\
- .. "," - _ ..... -
, , , , , , .... ' , , .. ,'\ ':' ' ..... , , . ' .. , ' , , , ' , , , ' , , , ' , , , ' , , , , '





0.800 - """' .. ,,






















File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_AdlLcase_35; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
L\30
Tue May 23 14:18:59 1995



















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































..........-, "...... --- -..
.__ , ", ,- " -,", .
- - .... '.- - - - - - - .", ." ::~...~.."~ -.':~ .~. ---~. ~ " .~. ~..-~.,~.. ~ ..:......~,.~.-... ~.. ~ .._;.~ ...-.~.-: ..:.-:.":.- ":".- .... '. '~_:"--' ..0.700 - r-'-'--'~'--'--'-'--'--'--'--'--'...:....:..:''-'-'-'-'-'-.:....:..-:.-'--'-''''':''''O'C'-'--'-~~~~'"-'-'--'-"-'-''--'-'-'''''-'-'.....:....:....'-'-'-~.:.c..::2:.:...~
0.600 - ~I-------;--------;--------1- --..J
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(14:59:45.9526)
FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_35; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
-FiJe=dryden_Ada_case_35; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 15:43:27 1995
0.100 -








































File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=drydenj.da_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000




. ,~r\ll~~1 It fj! ~~~ :I~I F:ll~ Fl '1'1111: \11 ~llll:~llf \~ Illl'," r:'~ \1IJ" \1 11 111\: j
-00060 - .1.1.. '- '111 . - - - '- . - - ... :..... -l~ .... -.-.-.ll:. -~-! - i - l - - 1_ - _I. .. _: _I _II . I... __ i .t .. j - -
. II : I 11: 1 1 : r
6.000
TIME.HIL(15:01 :02.6899)
















-0.'0000 - r-~-----~~~~~~-----~~--------j - BTA.BAT
.. _-- BTA.HIL
-0.0200 - . - - .
-0.0400 -
;.....



















File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Thu May 11 15:43:33 1995














































File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
FiIe=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
1
6.000















. .. -. DLEFR.HIL







10.15- .- --- ,. . .. - .
:::: ~ ~NJ;~.'I4'f.!i/iI·1f,~~I;"ji!ii'If~i'i!'!liif~~tir;\'1,~~4,"\!i~'i¥7i~'!Ji!'\!''f~,,''/t¢J'+'~r. -DTEFL.BAT... -. DTEFL.HIL
10.00 -













File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


































-0.0520 - - - - ... - - ... - - - ."':-'\.,' -
---.. :\~'fi,;, . . ,iHX/f.;J:Ai{~,\-'i,.iA·!~t.!:-;~---
:':; :,.~:''i
















File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000







































0.400 - r.;~···-::·-::~~~~~~~.....:...-'-..'-'....:...~-~~~":":":":"':'':''':'':~:''':''':''~~~~~~~-J - AMCH.BAT






-... '. --.. -....-' ... ~
0.399 -
• I0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:01:02.6899)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000








18.42 - L-:..~"":"":"":':"":"...:....':...:'....:... ...:....:....:.. ...:.....~...:..... :....:....:.....:...:...:... ...:.....:",:",:"",:"":"":,,,,:,,,,:,,,:"":"":""::"":"":"":"':"':""':"":"":'''':'''':''':''':''''':'''':''':''':''''':'''':'''':'''':'''':''':'''':'''':''''::'''':'''':''''''':'''':'''':'''':'''':''':-'-J
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:01 :02.6899)













0.050 - . - ALPDOT.BAT
..... ALPDOT.HIL
0.000 _ .














-0.0200 - L...._._.-''-'-'-'.-.-------'------'-'-...:.....•:....:.. ...:..... ...:....:....:.• ...:....• .:....:.:....:....:.......:....:....:....:....:....::....:....:.......:....:....:....:....:....:....:....:....:....:-.:... ...:.....:....:-.:... ..:....:....:-.:... ..:...
I •
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:01:02.6899)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
85.60 -
Thu May 11 15:43:52 1995





85.00 - i,."".,..,...-'-,..,."".,..,...-'•.,..,."".,..,...,..,."."".,..,......,...."".,..,...,..,"'...,.....,...,-,_.~ ..,..,...,-''''...,..,..,....-'_•..,..,.."..,-,..,.~..,..,...,-'..,....-,......,..,..,...,-'..,."".,..,. ,
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:01 :02.6899) TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:01 :02
I------------------------------j - G_THR_EST_L.BAT









4800 - - - .... - . . . . . .- ... THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI
4790 -
4780 -
4no- ;..:', ::,', , "".:.' "
;. ;:: :.:;:' ::'., _;i (' \([r:.~ ::... -.: .f:;":: ,.. :"~. ::·-,·,·:J:-.J~t __..n, .. H...-:,/:··.;, /<:-.: n,.": ::.-: n.?: ;":













-3.250 - I . . , . , , , .. , , , ,. "", .. ,
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:01 :02.6899)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000

























1.700-L- -_-_-_--_-_-_--_- -_--_-_-_--_- --I
.:. L .
















File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




















1.900 - . ;.: .
;' :~::\ :~,\ ;;''': iks. A,·, ~.)~.\ ~~n ~J\ ~ !l !~.~ f~.:/: ~~ )...,:: . :. JI,: .! i J;~/i\ ~ . ~.. :~f:\: :\J~ :: ."i:." ,"." ', '/\"":':I•..::~J~"l,.\:.,,:·~.,:.:t-.· ../.·, .



































File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
0.0025 - - - - -
0.0020 -























2.000 - -------------------------------------:-------------, - - - - - - -
1.500 -




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





•Thu May 11 15:44:22 1995












1.000 - f------------:------::-------,,-----------------I - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT







































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:01 :02.6899)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_36; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_36; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 15:46:21 1995
0.200 - r-------------------------------, - DEP.BAT
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~=~~~~~=~=~~~=~~=~=~~
/ . ..... DEP.HIL
/
-0.000 - ..... / -- PSTICK_1.HIL
__=~_~_=_~~M/













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=






























10.00 - ... ,
5.00 -








- - ~.-:" '. . . . . . . - ~"---:"- :'-.'-: - - . . -
.'
_ .... _ ..
_------1 - BTA.BAT
... BTA.HIL


























File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden.-Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000




20.00 - - - _ _ .
















-..•.....:".~: -:.-:- . ..- : - .
20.00 - ..: .:. .: : _:_: --..:..: :.:.:. __ ._.. __-..-::- -:- -
0.000 2.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124)























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- DTEFR.BAT
.. ... DTEFR.HIL





..• J:..: ..: ••:'.
- PIT_CMDDB.BAT















. . . . '. _~ - ,i






























.... · .•w ..., ..·······
.f --"':':~""'"--- .....:.
. .. ,. . . . . . .
' .. - .. - _ .. -
. " '.,--
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=







65.00 - . - - . . . . . .






















24.98 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -













0.356 - - - --
0.354 - - - --
0.352 -
0.350 - - - --







File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
L\4\
Thu May 11 15:47:48 1995
59.45 - .;.' ' ; ;..- ;..- ;..-~ ;..- ;..- " - PLAL.BAT
", PLAL.HIL
-- PLAR.BAT












... (., ..: , -.:.' ..),J"..\:-.• :.,.:..-•. '..•..- J",.,....... . ,.. . .
_.. -- ~,,-.''' ..-.;:' ~·, ... '-..,·... -'-\:--....r-~·~:>_··_ ....,...':F~ .:;::"_: ~;~,_:. -,:.~.:-










_:-...:-·.f·\,··,· .....f-··v ... r·:··-···::" ... f~-··:·,._:,·
4440 -: ....
4420 - r:·:..~.~.,~~,.~.~.,:-:,~.~.,~~~~~~,-:-,--:-.:--:..--C,.~.~..-"--'--'----'-'---.;-:.....:....~~~~~~~.:....:-.:...:,.... . '.:--:--
4400 - :-1'----------;-----------;-1-------:-1-------1






-2.500 - ' .. ,
-3.000 - I ... , , .. , . . . . 1
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=









Thu May 11 15:47:51 1995
- DRAD.BAT
- DRAD.HIL
..:'.:. ,...... "-"','" ., : .. , ~ .
0.000 2.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124)



































15.00 - . - .... -
10.00 -
5.00-~~~...-...J ":_ .:"":~" •..~.:.. ~ .._._: .._..:._._.., ~.--::::.::"':_7_<..:;:::'.. ··.-:::---._-.:.--:..~-_-.,.-:.._-_------1
- VANEP2.BAT
----. VANEP2.HIL
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=










































5.00 - r--~~--" • - • -: •• '·._:_.·•• :::··.-..,•• :._·._~••':. • .-•• o -
- VANEP6.BAT
..... VANEP6.HIL
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=




0.000 - f----------~------___;_--L ...- ...-,:'-:





























0.500 - . - • • t • • •











0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.HIL(13:16:28.0092) TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_37; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_37; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000






















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:03:30.7416)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=

































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000












































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:03:30.7416)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIMEBAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:03:30.7416)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 11 15:50:29 1995
90.00 -,-------------------------- - OCI_SEL.BAT
----- QC_1.HIL






















0.356 - - - - - - - - - - -
- __ ._- _- .
0.354 -
0.352 -












- - .. , - - :.,.
6.000
.......-





0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:03:30.7416)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
10.00 -
Thu May 11 15:50:35 1995
-THA.BAT
..... THA.HIL













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:03:30.7416)
Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Thu May 1115:51:091995
59.330 - I· " . . . . .
!














4500 - ,------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
..... THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII
4450-
















"':" "' ..- ' _, ,.. ;., .









.~,.;..:...:.. ;......... . .'.. ~ ...~... -- ':'.,\.....;...: .... :~.'-. . - - .. ", ~"'"
~. d····-








0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:03:30.7416)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:03:30.7416)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=












































15.00 - ... - .. -
10.00 - ... - _..
S.OO-~-~..J
,'-'~ .
.............. ':' ..: ..
...






File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date:






















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix:::.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_38; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000














1.000 - f---~-~~--~-~~---~------------:'~--~--~-- - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
. ..--- FS_ON_L1M.BAT
-- FS_DEPLOY_L1M.BA











0.500 - - .. -
0.000 -

























File=langley_FOR_160hz_38; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






,-- . - DEP.BAT
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:20:40 1995






























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIMEBAT(00:00:00.0124) TIMEHIL(13:18:31.7741)
- BTA.BAT
1.000 - ..... BTA.HIL
0.500 - ... --
0.000 -
-0.500 - . - - . . - . . . .
I I













File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000













































File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000














































FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 1210:21:20 1995









70.00 - f-----~~_ .
60.00 - ....
50.00 -
90.00 - ,-------------------------------, - aCI_SEL.BAT
..... aC_1.HIL

































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:18:31.7741)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:18:31.7741)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
YLo5
Fri May 1210:21:50 1995






59.30 - L-_'_'_'_.._._._.._._._..--.:...-__.._._._.._._.__. _.._,._._.._._._._._.._._._.._._.:..-..... ----'
1 I 1







4450 - :":.. ,:._:.:.. '-.,-:.:..:..:..:.. :..:..:..:__:.. ~ ..:.. :';"'.:.,.-. :.. ,~ .
, \ ..








































File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
LtLoLO
2.000 -













































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(13:18:31.7741)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































- ...... -: ....
I
6.000





0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:18:31.7741)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
L\ lJ)'{














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.HIL(13:18:31.7741) TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_39; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- RFCSSEL.HIL
----- RFCSSEL.HIL














1.000 - ~.-----------._._-.-._--___:-----.~-.".__~~-~-~~~-~~_1 - TVYAW_AUTO.BAT
\ ..... FS_ON_L1M.BAT









, \, \ ,























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:18:31.7741)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_39; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















































-3.100 - - - - - - - . - - - - -
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1S:06:03.9814)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
y,\ \
Fri May 12 10:22:21 1995
0.0000 - f----------------------------I - DAP.BAT
I I l I ~. I. ~·I I \ :1 j . I ~ ..... DAP.HILIII I I rill hi·' I IJ I '" 1:1 I I I I I rl I : I ! I'l I00020 - ,1,1·· I· I ·IIH·flj·~· .II .. I·· ml·l·~ . ~.~ II· I·\·P I'. ..... --LAT_STICK_IN_1.Hll










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:06:03.9814)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=













~__~~~~~~ ~ ----..j - R.BAT
.:::]\ . . . • •• • • . . . . . . . . . ..... R.HIL



























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:OO:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:06:03.9814)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:22:27 1995
24.20 -
24.00 - ....
,1, I, lr··':~. ! / t'·'~ft..;"r-;;i ''¥:'i~:'' ... ~•• ~•.~\., "",












24.30 - r----------------------------, - DLEFR.BAT
::,;; ....;..:;:







10.80 - +<":~"""'~;":'''''~:i:'~''''"'''.,.,. ". ,.,.. 'A::,.























File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





Fri May 12 10:22:30 1995







\ ~ \ ~








































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:06:03.9814)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:23:08 1995
























35.000 -f--_--------------------------j - H.BAT
---- H.HIL
34.999 - - - - - _:..._._--- .._._.- ...- .._~--._ ...--.__..._---_..._.._- ..._.._-:._-_ ..._.------_ ..
34.998 - - -- - :_ ...-_._-_ .._.._- ..:.-..
, :

















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:06:03.9814)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=












































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:06:03.9814)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
92.00 -
Fri May 1210:23:451995
l----,....,....,...-:-:..,---,-.--:--.'-.-.-,-.,. ,....,....,....,....,,---,--:-:-:----:-:--:---:-:-,....,....,...,...--,-.-;---:-:-:----:--:-:,---,---,--,....,....,...-:-:-:--:-:-:---,,---,--,,---,---,---:-:-:--:-:-:---:---:-:,---,---,--,---,---,--1 - PLAL.BAT





f-- ._._._._._._._._._.~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-._.~.-.---.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-86.00 - . . . . .
I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
































-2.800 - "'" , . '[l, . . , . , ,'. , . . , " '. - DRHTD.BAT
~~~.n~J~\.-.,{~.~~~~~~~--~~~--~--~'·--DRHT~HIL
-2.900 - f.:,I . r.,.,: :'::: .:, :': . ' .... , ..
..~ ~. "'~(,J\ i'/ .~
-3.000 - ':. .. ,.f'~.: :N~;., . . , :.f. :--: ' .
_.. ::~~_.-.- '" -:'~~:t~.···-"~~-
:,' :i \····......:,:,."r". ~ ,: ';
": :" If ~-,: ~., ,i'tJ :~,}.. .,
--_... -.--~/. ----... ". _ __.:/-'.1i.i. _ .. -. J. L _ _ _ • t.': . ...




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(15:06:03.9814)
FiJe=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:23:48 1995
- DRAD.BAT
0.000 -1-,:+::-------------------;-;"------------j ..... DRAD.HIL
.., ! '::',










0.000 -I--~=-----------------------__I - PSI.BAT
.. PSI.HIL















......... '\':>;\'/ \;··'I.;H\:.. \:·:/\\,i'i-·:'i;'·1~ ...:i,:/·J{;'..I,/!~t'~i.'lih(\!!i<t';!;:)\P·>~";:~i'···;/'{<;-:·:':/'::li;{./")it\; .
1.600 - "'f"";~i·~·'/'\!'f\i\· f . . .









0.500 - ·,..~N· \-- . .-- .-- --








File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








. . . . . .;·r'i· \ ,:.:.~..~ ~ '".: :.~.~:,.:":" ,.:..,.;.~,.'., : :..~,.,.. :.~~~,..: :\.,~. _~,~_"~'.,'.,,,."..:.. ".:.,: : ~ ::."..:.:.. ',!\~,."':'M"''''''.~:..__ ~ :. ~ ,:./: 'f:' \: :~~.c' .




























"" .. ..... ,
, ....
-1.000 -I ' '1' .






-1.000 -I .. · ...... · ...... ·.. 1
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIMEHIL(15:06:03.9814)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=







































0.000 - J - - -:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0.000 2.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124)













File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000




























1.000 -I--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~---'--l - STVYAW.BAT
---- STVYAW_1.HIL
0.500 - - - --















File=langley_FOR_160hz_40; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_40; Signal Sutfix=.HIL; Date=
6.000



































































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=












































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_41; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
.
Fri May 1210:25:051995


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryclen_Ada_case_41; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:25:13 1995
20.00 -
-"'.
















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_41; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=







































0.280 - >.'..'._..' ..".: ..:..:.., .
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File--dryden_Ada_case_41; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
1
6.000
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_41; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Fri May 12 10:26:31 1995
61.15 - h ....



























4650 - . . . . . . . . THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII












4650 - ..... " . . ..... THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI













File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_41; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=


















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_41; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- VANEP6.BAT
..... VANEP6.HIL
Fri May 12 10:26:47 1995























1.000 - f-------------------------------f - XTVVAW.BAT
..... XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 -















File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:33:09.5800)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_41; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=







































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000
Fri May 12 10:27:17 1995















.... :h::~:.:.......... . >/./










-_ --- .0.000 - I-----"=''"'-~




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

































,· ,·.~ · :v ,.'.·..\·._ .. ,~.,., _.•., ".,., _.,,:' ,':~_ :'.._ ,,\ , , , " ""'................... ...'." - .






















File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000


















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:28:10 1995
40.00 -
30.00 -









































File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000











































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:34:20.7587)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
,500
Fri May 12 10:28:38 1995
100.00 -
























4700 - .-----------------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
4650 "THRUSTL_LBS_1.HIl
.,...... :.:__ f·.'. ••
,...-- -



























File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suftix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Fri May 12 10:28:43 1995













I -------7-~~~~-:-:-:-~~--:-:-:--,-,....,~---;.....-~~~~~ - PSI.BAT































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIMEHIL(10:34:20.7587)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






























20.00 - .. _....
10.00 - .. - .
















File::langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date::




Fri May 12 10:28:51 1995






































File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_42; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_42; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
~os
6.000
Fri May 12 10:29:05 1995





























































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
-:)0 LO
Fri May 1210:29:091995
































.'.~. .. . .
6.000
....-...
....\\~.;.. _-_ ... -













-3.000 - I .. - ..... - .
0.000 2.000 4.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000












































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















0.500 - - --
0.000 - I--------"'-----r.
-0.500 - - - - .
- YAW_CMDDB.BAT
-- TVYAW_MP_1.HfL
- - - - - - --~-~



















0.0100 - - - - -
-0.0000 - t----~-




0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:29:37 1995














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIMEHIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
~, \







10.00 -1- ' _'_'_'_'_'_' :-- -----J
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
4.000 -






. ~ .. , .,"
---_ .. -_ .. -0.000 - f----~==:...-..-.~-- -- -- --
-2.000 -1- '_'_'_'_'_'' -'
I I I







. '. . ~'"


















File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Fri May 12 10:29:43 1995
100.00 - ....














































\._ ..._..._/ . '.... ::-..-_..-...-....-.._-...-<_.. ...








0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



















I -'-~~~.,-:-:-~~~~~~-_--'--__~~~___.j - PSf.BAT



























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:35:35.8530)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:29:54 1995
20.00 -
15.00 -
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
-0.0050 -
Fri May 12 10:29:56 1995






















1.000 - f-------------------------------j - x:rvYAW.BAT
..... XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 -













File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000








































File=langley_FOR_160hz_43; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_43; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


























































. - _. - - - - - - - - ->-:-~~::;==~




File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_44; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 1216:14:021995
-40.00 -























































File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





























0.00 - . - - - - - - --
..
- - - - - - - / -










0.00 - - - - - - - - - --
- - ..... - - - ..... ',..t_
••••••••••••,. ••••••••••••••••••••1•• - •
......






File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



































-0.0000 - ---- "
-0.0200 -









File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_44; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
150.0 - ..;;..:.':\, : .; .

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_44; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=













































-25.00 - - ~ ~ - .. - _ --.. - .. - .. - . . . - . - - . . . -
.......-...






File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_44; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=













































Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date::
File=dryden_Ada_case_44; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May1216:14:311995










0.0100 - ,-------------------------------, - DSTKR.BAT
- DSTKR.HIL









1.000 - f-------------------------------j - x:rvYAW.BAT
---- XSTRAKE.BAT













File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_44; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
10.00












































File=langley_FOR_160hz_44; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

















































TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
RIe=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_45; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
530
Fri May 1216:16:161995
............ r----=.........-------------! - DAP.BAT:,-------( ..... DAP.HIL
g -- LAT_STICK_IN.BAT





























....... ,...•~...""'.:.C'::... -.....-:..'->.-.:_ ~~~~...=...=...=....=...==-1 ..... P.HIL
I
0.00 5.00 10.00






















TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





























TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260) TIME.HIL(10:38:10.4260)
- R.BAT~~~~~.. ~,.':'.:.:::,:.::.:.:.:..:.:.:::=:===~..... R.HIL
10.00
TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)


















File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_45; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=

























.~ J._ •• _••••••• " •• "._"••••••••• __ •• _.
......











File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_45; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
- ..,:/~ - .. -" - ... - .. - ..
.." _.... . - ~ ,- .
5.00 -
0.00- .





-40.00 - L-_-_-_-- --.J
I
0.00 5.00 10.00















TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
1.000 -















File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_45; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 1216:17:101995
140.0 -
120.0 - - - -
100.0 -
80.0 -








































TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








- . -' .~. .... ., - . - - . - - . . .











-200.0 - '--- . -_-_.-_-_--J-
I I
0.00 5.00 10.00


















File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








. . . . . . . . -- PLAR.BAT
,...---- ....... PLAR.HIL
70.0 -



















TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
9000-
8000 -








TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
-DRHTD.BAT
..... DRHTD.HIL








File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_45; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=














200.0 - -, - PSI.BAT
...- PSI.HIL
100.0 -
-100.0 - --'..:..-..:..: :.:.. -
----....
0.0 - t---~-,---- - - - - - - . . - - ; - - - - - ... - - - . ,"-: .. -
•..•.•..•..... , ...•..•....•.................. \.
10.00
TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)







. - - - .... -., - ..... - .... - - .. , - -:- ... -0.00 -
-10.00 -
0.00 5.00 10.00











File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_45; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
" "






















TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
- VANEP5.BAT
..... VANEP5.HIL

















File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_45; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 16:17:42 1995
0.0100 - ,.------------------------------, - DSTKL.BAT
- DSTKL.HIL
















1.000 - - x:rvYAW.BAT
----- XSTRAKE.BAT












File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=









































TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:38:1 0.4260)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_45; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





































...... _ _. ":":.- .: .. -
6.0004.000
TIME.HIL(13:13:19.9499)

























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:13:19.9499)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000








































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIMEHIL(13:13:19.9499)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 1210:31:101995
30.00 - , - ,,::,'.-
'..

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:13:19.9499)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=













































File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















































- BTADOT.BAT~~~L~<v ..... BTADOTHIL
-3.000 - ~-------:--__._._.'-'_.'-'-' --'-.:._-C.-_--.:-'-.:-~~~
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:13:19.9499)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=





























4700 - r-----------------------------, - G_THR_EST_R.BAT
..... THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI
4600 - ":..:..:..:.:..:,.:..:..:..:.:..:.:..:..:..'..:..:.: : : .
4500 -
4400 - ~.;.,;,~-~~.:..: ,." .
.........-'"
4300 _,Ii...-: -------------,-------I-----------J










0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(13:13:19.9499)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Fri May 12 10:32:27 1995
2.000 -
1.000 -
0.000 - 1-""=....=...=....=....=....=.. ~-~.,~~


















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) T/ME.HIL(13:13:19.9499)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=

















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

























1.000 -f------------------------------j - x:rvYAW.BAT
..... XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 - .. '












File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
6.000






























_ .. _ .. _. ",-' - - .... _.
. -., - _. - .. - -. - -. _ .. _ .....
:.. /
















File=langley_FOR_160hz_46; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_46; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000



































60.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
40.00 - .... - .....














0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:40:40.6171)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
Rle=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
ssL\
Men May 15 08:33:07 1995
0.0000 -1------------------------------< - DAP.BAT
.... DAP.HIL
-- LAT_STICK_IN.BAT
....... LAT_STICK_IN_1.Hll:.:~ LI~... l
. ~B.5g~ II!=~s . :: :...
O0060 - ~ } ..'~i J~
























0.500 - - - - - . - :- .
....... .
0.000 - .










4.000 - " .
2.000 - - _.... - -. -".1 ., ....
- DLAD.BAT
..... DLAD.HIL
0.000 - :..:.. :..
-2.000 -
."
- - - .' .. _ .. - _ - _ -
".J
-4.000- """ ' .
I I I
Q~ ~~ ~oo &~
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(l 0:40:40.6171)
File=langley]OR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=



















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:40:40.6171)
FiIe=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=





















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:40:40.6171)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=































-0.600 - '--'I-'---'-----'--'---'----'----'-'--'----'---'----'--'---'---'--'--'----'-'----'-'--'----'---'----'--'---'----'---'--~--,---,--C--'-.~-:....-·~-~I-'---'----'----'-'--'---'--C--'----'--:....--~----,--:....- '----'---'-~I-'----'---'----'--'---'---'--'--'----'-''---'-----'--'---'----'---'----'.J














File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date:
Man May 15 08:33:52 1995
60.00 - , : ; ,.: :\..













































0.300 - ...-..",: -=--~., .....
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:40:40.6171)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=


















//... : .. ~~ ..
. ,



























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(10:40:40.6171)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Mon May 15 08:34:21 1995
100.00 - ....



































4650 - r:··:·:··:··:·:····,·...:: .': .,........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... THRUSTR_LBS_1.HI
4600 -! : .













-20.00 - ••••••••• \\\.--:._:----'
..........- - .
I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(1 0:40:40.6171)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Mon May 15 08:34:25 1995
4.000 -
2.000 -
0.000 -I-----=~. '\: ji' ......












I :-._~~~~~~-:-:-:-:-:--,--,-.,~_----..:_~_~~_~ - PSI.BAT




























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:40:40.6171)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000
Mon May 15 08:34:31 1995







































File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000

























1.000 -~--------------------------___1 ~ StvVAW.BAT
----- STVYAW_1.HIL
0.500 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -


















File=langley_FOR_160hz_47; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_47; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
6.000



















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_48; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




.•..•. -I'" _ ..• - - .• , _ ..
















































TIME.BAT(OO:OO:OO.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=














































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_48; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=






























0.300 - i\~Y)~J,\~\\IJI~~{r~IiJil~i~ifriwN\\lVli,liWi~ViI1Wr¥i~~i(1,il~Vir{~li~~WiWllv~~~JitM#\III\ .
0.200 - ,..... . . . . . .
0.100 -
-0.000 - , .
I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.8AT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.8AT; Date=






















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(OO:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_48; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
2>,0
Mon May 1514:11:051995










































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_48; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















































0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
Rle=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_48; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
100.00 -
Mon May 1514:11:121995

















































TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






















I -------'---~~.,..-;-:-~~":--:-":"~~~---:-_-~~~---i - PSI.BAT
0.0 - r- .,. PSI.HIL
-50.0 -
-100.0 - .,.




























0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

















































-5.00 - - - - .. - .. - - - - .. - . - ... - -
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_48; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
















-0.0050 - - - - - ., ....
I I I
0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIME.BAT(00:00:00.Q124) TIME.HIL(10:41:56.3513)
1.000 - - x:rvYAW.BAT
.... XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 -















File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



























1.000 - f----------------------------_I ~ STVYAW.BAT
----- STVYAW_1.HIL















0.000 2.000 4.000 6.000
TIMEBAT(00:00:00.0124) TIME.HIL(1 0:41 :56.3513)
File=langley_FOR_160hz_48; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=






























- - . - - - . . -















File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=



































































File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





































0.00 - 1-------"----0---: - ..
20.00 -
10.00 - .. -












20.00 - - ..
-10.00 - - .. - ..... - . -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















































0.00 - .. _..... _••• _._ ••••••••••• ~_••••••••• ,J.._••• _••• ~ ••••••
......................_ .







File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
















































File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_49; Signal Sutfix=.HIL; Date=
Mon May 1514:12:331995
140.0 -




































0.700 -~.~.~..~.~.~.~.~~~~~~~~.~..~.~.~..~.~.~..~~~~~.~.~..~.~.~..~~~~~.,..., - AMCH.BAT
..... AMCH.HIL
0.550 -
0.500 - .... :.~ ~~~==:..- .-.==.-.:==.-=..




File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_49; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Man May 15 14:12:37 1995
80.00 -





































File=langley]OR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=











































.... - - '._ ,: - .. ": ."-:. ~ ":".--: . -






File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_49; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
10.00 -
5.00 -










































File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_49; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=












































File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_49; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=









0.0100 - ,------------------------------, - DSTKR.BAT
--... DSTKR.HIL






1.000 - - XTVY~W.BAT
-- ... XSTRAKEBAT
0.500 - . - - . - .. - - - . -














File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_49; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
I
10.00









































File=langley_FOR_160hz_49; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_49; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
Men May 15 14:14:321995
4.000 - ....






























, ,. '.... ALP.HIL




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_50; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=




---I' - _.. -_.. _.. - ....... LAT_STICK_IN_1.Hll
f
..... i: ..
0.000 - r-, .....
~
-1.000 - . ~. . .. . .
~
\
-2.000 - .. i·l
i
."------=-=-""'-00--..1'




































File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=















0.00 -1--- -\1 ....

































File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=








































15.00 - - DTEFR.BAT
..... DTEFR.HIL
. ' _ -.
.....
10.00 -
~ - _~ : - _ .
........
..................................





File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=

























- '''.'-:'-:-:--: .. - - .. - - - ....
10.00
TIME.HIL(10:44:32.0625)








- _ :._ I-.~.-•. ~··_··: -




File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=













950.0 - .--------------------------------, - PSI_SEL.BAT
PS_1.HIL
900.0 - .




























File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





































File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


























9000 - r---------------------------, - G_THR_EST_L.BAT
..... THRUSTL_LBS_1.HII
6000 -



















File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=


















-100.0 - .....:.....: '_.:_'-..: _:- .. - ...•..•..............~
.......... _-"- .... --.
..... -
-200.0 - L-. -_._--_-_._--- ---'
I I




















File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=









































-10.00 - .. ,.....'. --"'-
; , .








File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_50; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
~q'q
Mon May 15 14:16:241995























1.000 -f-----------------------------{ - XTVVAW.BAT
.-... XSTRAKE.BAT
0.500 - . - ... - .. - .. -











File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=





Man May 15 14:16:28 1995
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0.500 - - . - - .
1.000-f------~---~------,\j
- .. - . - . -·:.·.f:-· . - .


















File=langley_FOR_160hz_50; Signal Suffix=.BAT; Date=
File=dryden_Ada_case_50; Signal Suffix=.HIL; Date=
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